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Introduction 

To a considerable extent, both the goals and the methods of 

this project evolved from our earlier NIJ grant, Evaluation in an 

Imported Gang Violence Deterrence Program (i8l-IJ-CX-0072). The 

Abstract from the Final Report of that project provides a 

suitable introduction to the discussion of the current effort: 

Police investigative data describing gang and 
comparable non-gang violent incidents in two large 
police jurisdictions in Los Angeles are reported. 
Approximately 800 homicide as well as over 500 violent, 
non-homicide incidents occurring between 1978 and 1982 
were analyzed to respond to three research goals: 
descriptions of gang violence; determination of 
significant discriminators between gang and non-gang 
incidents; and estimation of the impact of police 
investigative procedures on the official deSignation of 
cases as gang or non-gang. 

The data revealed very substantial differences 
between the character of gang and non-gang violent 
cases, primarily with respect to descriptors of the 
participants but also with respect to the settings in 
which the ~ncidents occurred. Gang incidents involved 
more participants, lower levels of prior suspect-victim 
relationships, lower ages, more male-only cases, and 
more minority involvements. They more often occurred 
in public locations, involved cars, guns and other 
weapons, involved more unknown suspects and fears of 
retaliation, and more often yielded additional charges 
and additional victim injuries. 

A series of discriminant analyses yielded 
surprisingly high levels of success in classification 
of cases as gang or non-gang, with yc~~ger age, 
minority status, and number of parti=ipants as the best 
discriminatotE. Special gang indicators such as argot, 
turf designations, and spp.cial dress and behavioral 
c;'UE~S also emerged as excellent discriminators. 

Evidence for the impact of police investigation and 
reporting practices on these gang/non-gang differences 
was weak, although more so in one jurisdiction than the 
other~ Finally, most of these findings pertain to both 
homicide and non-homicide events r but more fully to the 
homicides. 
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The current project responds to two validation questions and 

a derivative research question, all of these requir~d by the 

special urban setting of the first project. Stated globally, 

these questions are: 

10 Can the ability to discriminate between gang-designated 

and nongang-designated cases in one large urban jurisdiction be 

replicated in a second such jurisdiction? 

2. Can such discriminability be appl~ed (with or without 

some modification) to smaller jurisdictions with substantial 

street gang problems? 

3. Does a smaller jurisdiction's approach to gang 

intervention have an effect on such outcomes as gang case 

clearance rates and prosecutorial charge rates? 

These three questions correspond to what we shall refer to 

as Phases I, II, and III of the current project, where Phases I 

and II are concerned with validation issues and Phase III with an 

organizational issue. 

Phsse I 

Phase I was initiated by performing discriminant analyses in 

the homicide data frem the first project, yielding the two lists 

of variables in Table 1. 
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Table 1: The variables in Two Discrim1nant Functions 

A. LAPD Homicide Cases 

]jcronym 

Vicpart 
Suspart 
Stranger 

Gunpres 
Auto 
f.lnagva 
Mnagsa 
Ethnics 
Mlprops * 
Cholop~~ 
Bndprz 

Varis.~ 

Number of participants on the victim's side 
Number of participants on the suspect's side 
No prior relationship between participants on 
suspect's and victim's sides 
Presence of any form of firearm 
Any form of automobile involvement in the incident 
Mean age of all designated victims 
Mean age of all designated suspects 
More than 50% of suspects are Black lLAPD only) 
Proportion of males on suspect's side 
Presence of any item in this factor 
Presence of any item in this factor 

B. LASD Homicide Cases 

Acronym 

Vicpart 
Suspart 
Street 
stranger 

Violent 
Gunpres 
Mnagva 
1>lnagsa 
Ethnics 
l-llprops 
Hnagd~f 

M 'f t*** ~'lanl. es 

Variable 

Number of participants on the victim's side 
Number of participants on the suspect's side 
Incident took place in the street 
No prior relatior.ship between participants on 
suspect 1 s and victim's sides 
Presence of an associated violent offense 
Presence of any form of firearm 
Mean age of all designated victims 
Mean age of all designated suspects 
More than 50% of suspects are Hispanic (LASD only) 
Proportion of males on suspect's side 
Mean of the differences between ages of designated 
suspects and designated victims per case 
Presence of any item in this factor 

~----Terrns in Choloprz Factor included the term "cholo", a gang 
tattoo, the term "cruising", the term "homeboy" or "homieR, the 
term "vato R

, clothing or other behuvioral evidence of gang 
affiliation. 

** ~erms in Bndprz factor were wearing of a bandana, presence 
of the term "hoorahing", presence of the term "cuzz" or other 
related argot, presence of the term "blood" or other related 
argot, und presence of the term ~gangbang(er)". 
**'If Items in Manifest factor were behavioral evidence of gang 
affiliation ("lictim or suspect), the term "homeboys II or nhomies ", 
presence of gang tatoos, teardrop tatoos, gang names on personal 
property, wearing of Pendleton shirts. 
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Inspection of Table 1 makes it clear that there is a great 

deal of overlap between the variables emerging from each data 

set. A function derived from either of them might be expected to 

do well when applied to the other. Thus differences in the sets 

of weights might become critical here. Table 2 reports the eta2 

(i.e. the proportion of variance in the function accounted for by 

the two groups, gang and non-gang) and classification success 

when applying various combinations of variables and weights. 

Table 2 : Cross-validation Results 

Source of Source of Applied Classification Success 
Variables Weights to eta2 Gang Non-gang Overall 

LAPD Hom L.A.PD Hom LASD Hom .51 78.1% 84.7% 81.2% 
LASD Hom LASD Hom .51 81.9% 85.8% 83.7% 

LASD Hom LP-.sD Hom LAPD Hom .52 77.6% 79.3% 78.5% 
LAPD Hom LAPD Hom .49 79.2% 85.7% 82.6% 

Since the function comprised of the LAPD variables and LASD 

weights yields the best results, it is most likely to be useful 

for future applications, but clearly the loss in choosing one of 

the alternate functions would not be great. Comparing the 

cross-validation results for this function with the classifi~ 

cation results from the original discriminant analysis is also 

interesting. The original analyses were performed on each data 

set (LAPD and LASD) independently, e.g., LAPD variables and LAPD 

weights used to classify LAPD cases. The gang and non-gang 

classi£.i.cati.on success raten were 77.2% and 88 .3~ in LAPD, 80.7% 

and 85.9% in LASD. Thus modified cross-validation (Table 2) 

yields slightly higher success in gang classification ana lower 
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success in non-gang classification. In absolute terms, the 

differences are not great, and cross-validation has been 

encouraging. 

Poase II 

The first step in Phase II was to apply the homicide 

functions of Tables 1 and 2 to an available set of LASD 

non-homicide violent incidents. Doing so yielded a rather mixed 

picture. 

Of course, one could make the argument that a gang indicator 

index could best emerge from derivations from non-homicide data, 

given that such offenses occur much more frequently than 

homicides. The direction we had gone was dictated by our 

original interest in homicides, not from a natural logic of index 

development. Accordingly, we undertook a full discriminant 

analysis of the LASD non-homicide data, proceeding in exactly the 

same fashion we did with the homicide data (including a 

preliminary factor analysis of the cultural items appearing in 

the non-homicide case files). Table 3 describes the emergent 

variables in the analysis. 



Table 3: 

Acronym 

Vicpart 
Suspart 
Stranger 

Gunpres 
Auto 
~1nagva 
Mnagsa 
Ethnics 
Ethnicv 
Mlprops 
Street 
Rob 
Noffense 
Hldiff 

Tatooprz* 

6 

The variables in the Non-homicide fynctiQD 

Yariable 

Number of participants on the victim's side 
Number of participants on the suspect's side 
No prior relationship between participants on 
suspect's and victim's sides 
Presence of any form of firearm 
Any form of automobile involvement in the incident 
Mean age of all designated victims 
Mean age of all designated suspects 
More than 50% of suspects are Hispanic 
More than 50% of victims are Hispanic 
Proportion of males on suspect's side 
Incident took place in the street 
Presence of robbery among the charged offenses 
Number of offenses listed for the incident 
Mean difference between proportion males on 
suspect's side versus victim's side 
Presence of any item in this factor 

* Items in Tatooprz factor were behavioral evidence of gang 
affiliation (suspect side), gang tattoos, and teardrop tattoos. 

This list is very similar to those derived from the homicide 

data as seen in Table 1. Variables which distinguish between 

homicide events labeled as gang and non-gang also distinguish 

bet~>1een other forms of violence labeled as gang and non-gang. 

ThllS one would expect classification success in homicide data 

using a function derived from non-homicide cases to resemble the 

success rates we have already reported. Table 4 reports the 

results. 
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Table 4: Classification of HQmicigg Casea 
with Non-homicid~-d~riyed variables 

Source of Source of Applied Classification Success 
Variables Weights to eta2 Gang Non-gang 

LASD Nonhom LASD Nonhom LAPD Horn .37 69.1% 83.2% 
LASD Hom .37 78.6% 87.4% 

LASD Nonhom LAPD Horn LAPD Hom .48 78.0% 85.4% 
LASD Hom .48 74.0% 83.2% 

LASD Nonhom LASD Horn LAPD Hom .52 71.5% 74.5% 
LASD Horn .52 84.7% 84.7% 

The pattern of these results is now familiar. Classi-

fication success is obviously better when using weights derived 

from the target data set (e.g. LASD homicide weights applied to 

LASD homicide cases). For each function, non-gang classification 

success exceeds that for gang classification, and in all cases, 

the functions far exceed chance levels -- the process "works." 

The next step was to apply discriminant functions to a set 

of smaller cities in California which were experiencing serious 

gang problems. By a variety of means, a pool of 24 California 

jurisdictions for our Phase II (testing a gang index in smaller 

cities) and Phase III (the effect of organizational variables on 

gang clearance rutes) was establi3hed. 

Further criteria were then applied to the 24: 
, ...... Were their gang control and intelligence activities 

likely to be too influenced by those of the LAl?D and LASD, 

yielding redundancy rather than independence? 

2. Did they have a police gang unit with denotable 

expe~tise and/or responsibility? 

Overall 

76.5% 
82.7% 

81.9% 
78.3% 

73.1% 
84.7% 
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3. Were they able to supply us with designations of cases 

as specifically gang-related? Some jurisdictions, for example, 

only record gang-related homicides but do not separate gang cases 

out in other violence categories (assault, robbery, rape, etc.). 

Others retain informal tallies of gang-related incidents without 

a list of case file numbers needed to locate the designated cas~. 

4. Was there a special vertical prosecution program 

("Operation Hardcore") in the District Attorney's Office? 

A series of further decisions led to the selection of two 

cities, one northern and one southern, for the Phase II data 

collection and analysis. Approximately forty gang and forty 

non-gang cases were collected from the 1984 files in both cities. 

In Bergton, the Southern California city,l the transition 

from a predominantly middle-to-upper class city to a highly mixed 

area with steady immigration of minority populations is typical 

of many California areas. Bergton gang specialists estimate an 

average of 10 violent gang incidents per month. All violent 

(gang and non-gang) offenses recorded in a recent year included 

almost 20 homicides, 1300 assaults, and 1000 robberies. The once 

quiet streets of many areas in suburban Bergtcn are now troubled 

streets. 

Gang incidents are more narrowly def~ned than in either Los 

Angeles jurisdiction. The special unit that handles gang matters 

pr~fers to limit labeling gang-related offenses as those 

1. Pseudonyms are used for each of our cooFerating jurisdic
tions. 
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involving known or suspected gang members on QQth the victim and 

assailant sides. Likely inclusions in gang offense recording are 

incidents identified directly by victim and assailant 

affiliation, or territorial location which leads to discovery of 

such affiliations. Thus Bergton has a more Rpure R gang 

designation policy which might be expected to increase the 

differences between gang and non-gang differences in bivariate 

- and discriminant analyses. Actual practice, however, rather 

notably departed from this exclusionary policy. 

The second city, Valeton, is a northern California city with 

a more stable history of minority settlement, located in a 

generally less urbanized context than Bergton. Nonetheless, 

Valeton has a gang history of some years' duration, with from 25 

to 35 groups noted by the police as nacti'le lf at a gi',en time. 

Homicides average 36 per year over the last six year period, 

about one quarter of these being designated as gang-related. 

In contrast to Bergton, the special unit in Valeton employs 

a broader definition of gang-related violent incidents, similar 

to that found in Los Angeles. A known or suspected gang member 

on either the victim or suspect side is sufficient to define the 

incident as gang-related. Indications of gang motives 

(retaliation, territorial imperatives) are also employed, but not 

systematically. In designating cases as gang-related, officers 

in the gang unit review all station incident reports and arrests, 

looking for names, areas, motives, and other indications of gang 

involvement. These incidents are then entered in the gang log 
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along with others which may not have been reported formally to 

the police such as drive-by shooting episodes with unknown 

suspects. 

External validity 

How effectively will the discriminant functions derived in 

Los Angeles apply to smaller cities? In a very real sense, the 

answer to this question provides a test of external validity, or 

the generalizability of Los Angeles gang findings to the 

situation in other, small cities now experiencing gang problems. 

Valeton and Bergton are quite different kinds of cities with 

similar gang problems yet somewhat dissimilar approaches to gang 

incident definition within their police departments. Combining 

the data from the two cities gives us stable numbers and broad 

representation, adequate for testing the generalizability of the 

gang index variables. 

We first applied to these new data the LAPD discriminant 

fUnction with the LASD homicide weights, and then the LAPD 

function with the LAPD weights. In both cases, the 

classification success rates were derived for functions including 

as well as excluding the acultural items N (Choloprz, Bndprz, 

Manifest -- see Table 1 footnotes). The first finding to report 

is that in the smaller cities, the cultural items proved to be 

useless. When they were included in the function, classification 

success of non-gang cases using LASD weights was 94.4% and using 

LAPD weights was 93.1%. However, the corresponding rates for 

gang cases was 45.6% in both instances. The cultural items 
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appeared much less frequently in the Valeton/Bergton cases than 

was true in Los Angeles; while their presence in non-gang cases 

was minimal, yielding high classification success, their presence 

was relatively low even in gang cases. 

Two probable explanations occur to us. First, smaller city 

gangs may not be as culturally distinct as they are in the more 

sophisticated traditional gang settings of Los Angeles. Second, 

patrolmen, detectives, and gang unit specialists in the smaller 

cities may not attend to and record items of argot and dress as 

uniformly as do their more gang-experienced counterparts in the 

Los Angeles Sheriff's and Police Departments. Both factors may 

be involved and are probably interactive. In any case, our 

analyses hereafter will omit the cultural items. 

Our second finding constitutes a slight reversal of 

expectations. In the full report we noted that LAPP variables 

with LASD weights performed slightly better on the LASD 

non-homicide data than LAPD variables with LAPD weights. 

Applying both functions to the Valeton/Bergton data yields the 

reverse. As seen in Table 5, the data favor the use of the LAPD 

'..,eights. 

Table 5: Classification Rates with LAPD FUDcti9D 
Ap~lied to Valeton/Beraton Data 

~ource of Weights Classification Success 
~ Non-gang Qy~rall 

LAPD Horn 79.4% 72.2% 75.7% 

LASD Hom 45.6% 87.5% 67.1% 
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The overall classification success of the better set of 

weights (LAPD) is not as high as the cross-validation rates 

reported for Phase I analyses (see Table 2). However, it is 

higher than we had anticipated, given the conceptual and 

methodological leaps involved in moving from data taken from the 

nation's most gang-ridden city to two medium-sized cities with 

suburban reputations. To judge from these data, and limiting 

ourselves to incident and participant variables excluding 

cultural items, a limited police-based gang indicator index might 

be applied with utility to the distinction between gang and 

non-gang cases in both major urban areas and in the kinds of 

smaller cities where gang activity has become so prevalent of 

late. 

Further verification comes in part from a comparison of the 

variables which enter the discriminant analyses of the LAPD, 

LASD, and Valeton/Bergton data. Table 6 displays the 

standardized coefficients for all four available sets of data~ 

these are the original discriminant functions, derived from 

separate analyses of each data set and based on setting and 

participant variables, rather than the functions obtained in the 

validation analyses. 
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Table 6: variables and Standardized Coefficients for Four Data Sets 
(with rank orderings inserted) 

Variables LASD Hanicide LASD NorrHanicide LAPD Hanicide Valeton/Bergton* 

Mean Age of Suspects -.491 (1) 

Predominantly Hisp/Blk 
Suspects +.415 (2) 

Street Location +.322 (3) 

No. of Participants 
on Suspect Side +.307 (4) 

Presence of Gun +.279 (5) 

Mean Age of Victims -.237 (6) 

Proportion of 
Hale Suspects + .185 (7) 

No Prior Contact 
bet:-,yeen Suspect 
and Victim + .164 (8) 

~rurnber of Partici
pants on Victim 
Side +.156 (9) 

As~~ted Violent 
Q1arges +.152 (10) 

Mean Age Difference 
l::etween SUspect 
and Victim +.113 (ll) 

P~tarnobile Involved 

Differrence in Propor
tion of Males, 
SlI.;-pect & Victim 

Proport.ion Hispanic 
or Black Victims 

Poobery as a case 
Offense 

Number Case Offenses 

-.539 (1) 

+.244 ( 4) 

+.125 (11) 

+.354 (2) 

+.128 (10) 

-.109 (13) 

+.166 (7) 

+.194 (6) 

+.121 (12) 

+.155 (8) 

-~088 (14) 

+.266 (3) 

+.205 (3) 

-.736 (1) 

-.248 (3) 

+.196 (6) 

+.238 (4) 

- .342 (2) 

+.218 (5) 

+.189 (7) 

-.063 (9) 

+.188 (8) 

-.759 (1) 

+.260 (4) 

+.209 (5) 

+.107 (7) 

-.281 (3) 

+.073 (8) 

+.171 (6) 

+.299 (2) 

* In the case of Valeton/Bergton, t.'e coofficit:nts are based on Le-..PD vadables with 
Valt::tcyV'Bergton weights. Wnen \ie reviewed the Valeton/Bergton bivariate 
gang/non-gang differences to select variables for the discriminant analYGis , ~,e 
result t.rc1.S a list of variables nearly identj,cal to the variablE".s in the !J\PD 
functiCJ'. Therefore, the fourth coltmu'l is quite similar to an independent 
discrimina.."lt function derived for ValetoD/Bergton. Only the no-prior-<:ontact 
variab:e would not hacle entered an independent discriminant analysis; the 
gang/nor..-gang clffer-ence \'las not significant .• 
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Yaleton/Bergton Discriminant Analysis 

The perceptive reader may already have anticipated our next 

comment. Referring to Table 6, it may be seen that the LAPD 

Homicide variables are exactly the same as those emerging from 

the bivariate analyses of the Valeton/Bergton data with the 

exception of the no-prior-contact variable. Table 6 already 

reports the use of the Valeton/Bergton weights on these 

variable~. Further, we noted earlier the non-utility of the gang 

culture items in the Valeton/Bergton data, so there are no ~ 

variables to be entered into an independent discriminant 

analysis. 

What we have found, then, is that to all intents and 

purposes the final column in Table 6 actually represents an 

"independent" discriminant analysis of the Valeton/Bergton data. 

The discriminant fUnction consists of the variables for which a 

standardized coefficient is listed in the last column of Table 6. 

The classification success is roughly 76%, as depicted in Table 

There is, as it happens, no point in undertaking a separate 

discriminant analysis. The results are already in hand, however 

inadvertently. 

Ehase III 

In our report of the earlier project, we reported Gome 

analyses relating gang unit involvement to investigative 

thoroughness and arrest rates. In the Sheriff's Department, the 

data suggested that homicide cases directly involving the gang 

unit received som~what more thorough investigations and somewhat 

higher proportions of suspect arrests. The non-homicide cases 
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did not present as clear a picture. More importantly, the Los 

Angeles Police Department data failed to show the same evidence 

relating unit involvement to investigative outcome. Since the 

two departments had gang units with both structural and 

functional differences of some note, Phase III of the current 

project was designed to look further into this issue. 

Five smaller jurisdictions were selected, in part, to 

represent a wide range of approaches to gang unit s~ructure and 

function. 2 With arrest rates and prosecution filing rates 

collected in all five, as well as investigative variables 

collected in four of the five,3 we positioned ourselves to assess 

the effects of amount and type of gang unit involvement on the 

outcome of gang-related cases. Clearly, there would be important 

policy implications of findings relating kind or volume of unit 

involvement to arrests and filing rates. Differences in 

2. In addition to Valeton and Bergton, these include 
"Seaside," a large urban center, "Salton," a smaller but 
well-known urban center, and "Solaris," an inland city less 
well-known nationally but prominent in the California scene. All 
three of these additional jurisdictions contain large minority 
corr~unities and a broad mix of demographic and occupational 
stat us. They have gang details in U11i ts of f rom two to ten 
persons, initiated in the late 1970s and early 1980s in response 
to gangs appearing a few years earlier in ea~h case. 
DeSignations of gang-related crimes in all three are limited to 
viclence--mostly asoaults an rObberies. In once case, 
gang-related incidents are defined by a suspect's gang 
membership, while in the other two, either suspect Sll. victim may 
be sufficient. None of these operational definitions are as 
broad as these used in Los Angeieso 

3. Bergton, due to some changes in research methodology dcring 
the project, did not have investigative variables extracted from 
its files. It had not originally been planned to include it in 
the Phase III analyses. 
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investigative thoroughness would presumably help to explain such 

relationships. 

Table 7 summarizes the placement of the five units on 

dimensions of importance to our concerns. As can be seen, the 

five jurisdictions have both common and unique featUres. 

Table 7 : Fiye Gang units Compared 

Bergton valeton Salton ~~ Solaris 

Size Large Small Small Large Small 
Placement Patrol Juvenile Detective Detective Patrol 
Full-time Gang No Yes Yes Yes No 
Intelligence Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Surveillance Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Investigation No No Yes Yes No 

To investigate our Phase III interests, data were gathered from a 

target number of 40 gang cases in each jurisdiction; the actual 

numbers, as displayed in the tables below, varied as a function of 

case peculiarities, log/file charge discrepancies, missing 

information, low numbers of cases (Solaris), and underestimates 

(Sal ton) • 

Our hopes for the Phase III analyses have not been realized for 

the most part. The expectation thu~ different organizational ~orms -

types of gang units -- would result in manifestly different outcomes 

is nct supported by the data. Table 8 reports the ~esults =or arrest 

rates, and Tables 9 and 10 for pcosecution filing rates. 
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Table 8 : Gsang Case Arrest Rates in Fiye Cities 

BergtoD valeton Salton Seaside Solsaris 

Open or Inactive* 8 17 15 12 14 
Arrest or Charges Filed 30(79)** 21(55)** 26(63)** 25(68)** 20(59)** 
Missing ...0. -.!L ...2. -l. -.!L 

TOTAL 38 38 47 38 34 

* Investigation continuing; insufficient information; uncooperative 
victims. 
** Percentages represent cases with arrests or charges filed over the 
total cases minus those missing. 

Table 9: Gang Csase Prosecution Rates in Fiye Cities 

Bergton valeton Salton Sesaside Solsaris 

No filing 14 18 18 14 19 
Charges filed 18(56)* 16(47)* 14(44)* 21(60)* 12(39)* 
~1issing data ....2.. -4. II .-l .-l 

TOTAL 38 38 47 38 34 

* Percentages represent cases with one or more filings over the total 
cases minus those missing. 

Table 10: Gsang Case Prosecution Rates Among Cases with Arrests 
or Chsarges Filed (from Tsable 9) 

Bergton 3[aletQo Salton Sesaside Solaris 

60% 76% 54% 84% 60% 

We note two general features of these tables. First, there is 

not as much variance in these outcome variables as we had hoped to 

see, leaving not much room for differential effects of gang unit 

involvement. Second, discerning any consistent pattern among the five 

cities is very difficult. For instance: 

1_ The two largest units, Bergton and Seaside, have the highest 

arrest rates but only Seaside ~as a high filing ratio (Table 10). 

2. Those with the highest filing ratios, Valeton and Seaside, 
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seem to have nothing in common organizationally. 

3. The units which engage in investigative functions, Salton and 

Seaside, have the highest and the lowest filing rates and only 

middle-range arrest rates. 

4. The three units with commitments of full-time gang officers 

Valeton, Salton, and Seaside -- show no consistent patterns of 

arrests or filing ratios. 

In sum, there is not all that much to be said about widely 

varying outcome rates nor about differential relationships to the 

organizational dimensions we have used to characterize the units. 

Another approach to the issue is to compare cases which were handled 

by the gang units with those which were not. Our data collection 

procedure included this information in each set of files. However, 

once again the data present us with a problem, as seen in Table 11. 

Table 11: Gang Unit Inyolvement in Gang Cases 

Leyel of Inyolyement ~~rgton Valeton Salton Seaside Solari:3 

No mention * 30 11 .... 12 .t. 

Copies sent to G. u. * 1 0 0 13 
G.U. used as resource * 1 8 0 2 
Active G. U. involvement * -!i 2Ji 3.6.. ~ 

* 38 47 38 34 

* Data not collected, but Bergton officers are part-time and not 
detailed to act as investigators in any case. 

Comparing unit-involved to non-unit-involved cases within Bergt0n 

cannot be done, and within Valeton and Seaside aloo is fruitless 

because there is so little variance. The distributions in the table 

for Salton and Solar~s, however, do hold some promise, so analyses 
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were undertaken within those two departments. Taken separately, 

neither presents a clear picture of the relationship between gang unit 

involvement and case outcome; the numbers are too small. When one 

combines the data from Salton and Solaris, the data in Tables 12 and 

13 emerge. 

Table 12: Gang unit Involvement and Case Clearance 
by Arrest, Salton plus Solaris 

No unit Involvement 
Passive Involvement* 
Active Involvement* 

Missing 

a 
1 
5 

Not Cleared 

3 
8 
5 

Uncooperative 
victim 

6 
2 
5 

Cleared 
py Arre9t 

14 
13 
19 

* Passive involvement means the unit received report copies, or was 
used for identifications, or unit supervisors signed off on reports. 
Active involvement means that unit officers were directly involved in 
case investigation. 

The data in Table 12 show no particular pattern, and no strong 

support for the efficacy of active unit involvement. One can attempt 

to increase the Ns by collapsing columns, or collapsing rows, but 

these procedures do not help. Not surprisingly, then, the 

prosecution's filing rates are similarly unimpressive, as seen in 

Table 13. 

Table 

No Unit Involvement 
Pansive Involvement 
Active Involvement 

Gang UQit Involvement and Progecution 
Pilings, Salton plus Solaris 

Missing ~Qt Filed 

12 

~epted Qr Fileg 

4 
4 

10 
13 
12 

7 
7 

12 
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In sum, then, the data suggest that neither organizational form 

(as represented by the five departments) nor level of gang unit 

involvement in case investigation relates meaningfully to case outcome 

as measured in this project. For policy purposes, this is of course a 

discouraging finding. Explaining it is difficult. Perhaps the cases 

are not so difficult that special expertise is needed. Perhaps the 

available gang expertise and intelligence does not add appreci~bly to 

normal investigative processes. Perhaps smaller city gangs do not 

differ from non-gang perpetrators enough to warrant special attention, 

although our prior data seem to suggest otherwise. 

Summary and Conclusion 

This project has fulfilled most of our desires for learning more 

about the generalizability of data from traditional big city gangs to 

gangs in smaller cities now facing up to gang problems. We have cross

validated the gang descriptors across big city jurisdictions, and 

found them applicable to a significant degree in the smaller cities. 

However, a practical aim"of the project cannot be achievad# 

namely the development of useful training materialo for officers in 

these smaller cities. Our data suggest that the sorts of distinctive 

cultural indicators of gang cases found in Los Angeles are generally 

not found in the smaller cities. Officers cannot be trained to be 

sensitive to non-existent disc~iminators. Further, the variables 

which emerge from the discriminant analyois (see Table 6) are 

conceptually important to the criminologist, but not very effective 

practicgl disc=iminators, yielding in all a classificatiQn success 
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between gang and non-gang cases about halfway between perfection and 

pure chance (see Table 5). Little special training is needed to tell 

officers, "Watch for a larger number of younger suspects and victims 

with firearms and a car." 

Perhaps this limited sort of guideline is precisely what explains 

the failure of gang unit involvement to result in better case 

outcomes; we may have statistically significant differences that are 

insignificant for practical purposes. If gang units cannot make a 

difference in these smaller cities, including those that are actively 

involved in case investigations, there is little reason to think that 

specialized gang training for patrol officers can yi&ld much of 

practical value to their departments. 

In making these statements, we do not wish to imply that the 

smaller city gangs are not "real" gangs. Analysis of the incidents 

recorded by the five police departments confirms the existence and 

seriousness of these groups. A most valuable future research 

enterprise would be a field study of smaller city gangs to establish 

simi13rities and differences in gang structure compared to big city 

gangs. If the structures are similar anrl the level of gang-related 

crime serious, then a legitimate question could be raised about the 

utility of maintaining specialized gang units in the forms we have 

described in this report. Our Los Angeles experience has made us 

proponents of gang specialization in such a traditional gang area; our 

data in the current project do not allow USt ~s yet, to be equally 

sang~ine about such specialization in smaller 3ang cities. 
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ABSTRACT 

This is the second of two reports of research based on 

police investigations of street gang violence. In the first, it 

was established that gang violence differed substantially from 

non-gang violence in characteristics of its participants 

(suspects and victims) and in characteristics of the setting of 

the violent incidents. It was also established that, for the two 

enforcement jurisdictions involved -- the Los Angeles Police 

Department and the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department -- the 

designation of cases by police as gang and non-gang was primarily 

a function of these participants and setting characteristics 

rather than police practices in reporting and recording them. 

These findings set the context for the second research 

project and the current report, concerned principally with 

similar issues in smaller, less traditional gang cities where 

gang problems had nonetheless become sufficiently serious to 

justify the establishment of specialized police gang units. This 

r~port details findings related to three major aims: 

1. Can the ability to discriminate between gang and 

non-gang cases in one large urban jurisdiction be replicated in a 

second such? This waS an issue of cross-va~idation. 

2. Can such discriminability be applied to smaller 

jurisdictions with substantial street gang problems? This was an 

issue of external validity. 

3. Does a smaller jurisdiction's approach to gang 

investigations have an effect on case clearance rates and 
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1. Grant Managers Assessment Report 

Provide a narrative assessment not to ex~eed 2~O w~rds describing 
the following: problem addressed and,ma~or ob~ec~lv~sl accom
lishments, activities undertaken, prlnclpal flnd:ng~ and 

~ocuments produced. This report will be ente~e~ lnt~ th~ LEAA 
Grant PROFILE File (PROFILE) to be used by crlmlnal Justl~e, ' 

lanners and LEAA management and staff. For further clarlfl~a~10n . ' 
~f the requirements, see LEAA Handbook HB Procedures for Admlnlstratlon 
of Categorical Grants, Chapter 6. 

This project was a continuation of research conducted under grant 
number 8l-IJ-CX-0072. It had a number of goals. The first was to 
cross-validate a gang indicators index developed during the 
previous proj ect and to test for useful al ternat,i ve forms of the 
index for application to cities of varying sizes. The researchers 
also assessed the usefulness of this index in police 
investigations in terms of police clearance rates and 
prosecutorial conviction rates. Finally, the rearchers assessed 
various organizational forms of police gang un%s depending on 
the level of gang activity in a jurisdiction. The proj ect was 
conducted using law enforcement data in Los Angeles and other 
California ci ti tes of varying sizes. The results of the cross 
validation of the gang indicators index were favorable. It was 
found, however, that when applying data from larger cities to 
smaller ones that one should generalize with considerable caution 
as uniform results were not forthcoming from this analysis. 
Finally, this project yielded little support for a relationship 
between the organizational form of gang units or their level of 
involvement in gang investigation and the case outcomes in terms 
of clearance or filing rates. The final report and executive 
summary of this report are available on loan from the National 
Criminal Justice Reference Service. The authors of the report 
also plan to publish journal articles based on 
this research. 



prosecution filing rates? This was an issue of evaluating a form 

of organizational effectiveness. 

The first aim was studied by undertaking discriminant 

analyses of LAPD and LASD gang and non-gang data and applying the 

discriminant functions of each to the data of the other. The 

results were encouraging, as classification success rates were 

substantial~ 

The second aim was studied in several ways: by applying the 

Los Angeles functions to data from two smaller jurisdictions, by 

comparing bivariate results from Los Angeles with those from 

these two smaller jurisdictions, and by comparing univariate gang 

findings in Los Angeles with those in five smaller jurisdictions. 

In terms of external validity, the results of these comparisons 

were mixed. 

Variables included in the Los Angeles discriminant functions 

were found to apply with some consistency to the two smaller 

cities, but the weights (standardized coefficients) associated 

with them were similar only in the cuse of the highest ranking 

va=iables. In other words, gang/non-gang differences were 

similar in content more than in relative importance. The 

bivar.iate comparisons revealed a number of shared variables along 

with a number of unshared ones (i.e., whether or not they 

achie~Ted statistically significant diffarences between gang and 

non-gang cases). Finally, the univariate analyses similarly 

:~~ealed that a n~mber of important variables described both Los 

Angeles and five-city incidents, but that a number of others did 



not apply well to the five-city incidents. "Gang culture" 

variables, such as special clothing and argot, seldom appeared 

in the gang investigation files of the five cities. On the other 

hand, the five-city assaultive incidents were characterized by a 

surprisingly high number of variables associated with gang 

homicides in Los Angeles. Only further research could establish 

the reasons for these differences. It does seem clear at this 

point, however, that generalizing from gang incidents in 

traditional settings to those in newer, smaller gang cities 

should be done with considerable caution. The same might be 

true, therefore, with attempts to apply traditional police gang 

practices to these newer settings. 

This latter pOint is buttressed by our findings related to 

the third project aim having to do with investigative 

effectiveness. The data from the five cities yielded little 

support for a relationship between the organizational fQLm of 

gang units or their level of involvement in gang investigations 

and the outcomes in terms of clearance or filing rates. This 

does net mean that the quality of investigation is unimportant, 

but rather that gang-specific characteristics of investigations 

may not add much to normal investigative effectiveness in smaller 

gang cities. 



Introduction 

To a considerable extent, both the goals and the methods of 

this project evolved from our earlier NIJ grant, Evaluation in an 

Imported Gang Violence Deterrence Program (#81-IJ-CX-0072). The 

Abstract from the Final Report l of that project provides a 

sUitable introduction to the discussion of the current effort: 

Police investigative data describing gang and 
comparable non-gang violent incidents in two large 
police jurisdictions in Los Angeles are reported. 
Approximately 800 homicide as well as over 500 violent, 
non-homicide incidents occurring between 1978 and 1982 
were analyzed to respond to three research goals: 
descriptions of gang violence; determination of 
significant discriminators between gang and non-gang 
incidents; and estimation of the impact of police 
investigative procedures on the official designation of 
cases as gang or non-gang. . 

The data revealed very substantial differences 
between the character of gang and non-gang violent 
cases, primarily with respect to descriptors of the 
participants but also with respect to the settings in 
which the incidents occurred. Gang incidents involved 
more participants, lower levels of prior suspect-victim 
relationships, lower ages, more male-only cases, and 
more minority involvements. They more often occurred 
in public locations, involved cars, guns and other 
weapons, involved more unknown suspects and fears of 
retaliation, and more often yielded additional charges 
and addi~ional victim injuries. 

A series of discri~inant analyses yielded 
surprisingly high levels of success in classification 
of cases as gang or non-gang, with younger age, 
minority status, and number of participants as the best 
discriminators. Special gang indicators such as argot l 

turf designations, and special dress and behavioral 
cues also emerged as excellent discriminators. 

Evidance for the impact of police investigation and 
repor.ting practices cn these gang/non-gang differences 

l~ Details not provided here can be found in that report 
(Klein, Maxson, ana Gordon l 1984) 0 
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was weak, although more so in one jurisdiction than the 
other. Finally, most of these findings pertain to both 
homicide and non-homicide events, but more fully to the 
homicides. 

The current project responds to two validation questions and 

a derivative research question, all of these required by the 

special urban setting of the first project. Stated globally, 

these questions are: 

1. Can the ability to discriminate between gang-designated 

and nongang-designated cases in one large urban jurisdiction be 

replicated in a second such jurisdiction? 

2. Can such discriminability be applied (with or without 

some modification) to smaller jurisdictions with substantial 

street gang problems? 

3. Does a smaller jurisdiction's approach to gang 

inter~lention have an effect on such outcomes as gang case 

clearance rates and prosecutorial charge rates? 

These three questions correspond to what we shall refer to 

as Phases I, II, and III of the current project, where Phases I 

and II are concerned with validation issues and Phase III with an 

organ~zational issue. 

Phase I 

In the earlier project, several basic steps were taken to 

develop 5 "gang indicator index," a set of weighted variables 

capable of discriminating between cases designat~d as gang and as 

non-gang. In the investigation files of both the Los Angeles 

Police Department and the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department, 
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treated separately, variables were extracted that were 

descriptive of (a) the setting of violent incidents, (b) the 

participants in violent incidents, and (c) investigative 

procedures which might affect the processes by which cases are 

designated as gang or non-gang. In the materials to follow, we 

will be using only the first two types of data, setting and 

participant descriptors. 2 

All cases were labeled either as gang or as non-gang 

according to a priori designations by the special gang 

intelligence units of the LAPD and LASD. The data en a wide 

variety of variables were extracted from the case files for 

homiQide cases in both jurisdictions and for a group of violent, 

non-homicide cases in LASD. Additionally, we extracted numerous 

items pertaining specifically to gang culture (argot, dress, 

tatoos, etc.). 

Bivariate analyses of setting and participant descriptors 

were used to determine the variables on which gang·-designated and 

non-gang cases differed significantly. Discriminant analyses 

were performed to derive a function or preliminary gang indicator 

index for each jurisdiction. 

Although a split-half procedure was used to increase tbe 

ccertainty that the derived function was stable, there remained 

the question of cross-validation, and Phase I of the current 

2. Analyses of the investigativp. issues are reoorted in the 
Final Raport una in an article publiBhed in ~~, 1986, 
24. The i~pact of investigative v~riables proved to be minimal. 
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project dealt with this issue. Our original intention was to use 

the derived LAPD discriminant function and cross-validate it on 

the LASD homicide data. But as our purpose was to develop a 

function that provided the greatest discrmination between gang 

and non-gang cases, we expanded the analysis somewhat to go back 

and forth between the two data sets (e.g. derive a function from 

LASD data and cross-validate on LAPD) • 

The first step was to do factor analyses of the gang 

cultural items in each data set in order to reduce the large 

number of single items to a smaller number of factors. Items 

that did not vary across gang and non-gang cases (e.g., appeared 

only in gang cases) were eliminated. Treating these factors as 

present or not present in any given file, they were added as 

~ariables in the discriminant analyses. For instance, an LAPD 

item factor was composed of the presence of the term "cholo,~ a 

gang tatoo, the term "cruising," the term "homeboy" or "hornie", 

indication that the incident occurred in a gang area! behavioral 

evidence of a suspect's gang affiliation, behavioral indications 

of a non-participant's gang affiliation (e.g. witnesz), an 

indication that a participant was linked to a gang area, and 

presenc~ of the term "vato." If ~ of these items were found in 

a case tile, that case was scored 1; if no such item uere found; 

the case was scored 0 for that factor. 3 With pertinent factors 

3~ Factor item sums were a150 used, but this yielded n~ 
imp,ovement; in the disc~iminant analyses, the simple dichotomy 
between presence or abs~nce of a factor yielded slightly better 
rest..lts. 
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entered, the discriminant analyses in each data set yielded a set 

of variables and a set of weights (discriminant function 

standardized coefficients). In Table 1, we present the variables 

in the discriminant functions derived from both data sets. 

Several choices present themselves concerning using various 

of these sets. For example, one could apply LAPD variables to 

LASD cases, but use either LAPD-derived weights or LASD-derived 

weights. Inspection of Table 1 makes it clear that there is a 

great deal of overlap between the variables emerging from each 

data set. A function derived from either of them might be 

expected to do well when applied to the other. Thus differences 

in the sets of weights might become critical here. Table 2 

reports the eta2 (i.e. the proportion of variance in the function 

accounted for by the two groups, gang and non-gang) and 

classification success when applying various combinations of 

variables and weights. 
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Table 1: Ihe Yariable§ in Two Discriminant FUUQ~iQn§ 

A. LAPD Homicide Cases 

Acronym 

Vicpart 
Suspart 
Stranger 

Gunpres 
Auto 
1-1nagva 
Mnagsa 
Ethnics 
Mlprops * 
Cholop~~ 
Bndprz 

variable 

Number of participants on the victim's side 
Number of participants on the suspect's side 
No prior relationship between participants on 
suspect's and victim's sides 
Presence of any form of firearm 
Any form of automobile involvement in the incident 
Mean age of all designated victims 
Mean age of all deSignated suspects 
More than 50% of suspects are Black (LAPD only) 
Proportion of males on suspect's side 
Presence of any item in this factor 
Presence of any item in this factor 

B. L~~D Homicide Cases 

Acronym 

Vicpart 
Suspart 
Street 
Stranger 

Violent 
Gunpres 
Hnag\1a 
Mnagsa 
Ethnics 
Hlprops 
Hnagdif 

M .~ t*** 
an~:tes 

variable 

Number of participants on the victim's side 
Number of participants on the suspect's side 
Incident took place in the street 
No prior relationship between partiCipants on 
suspect's and victim's sides 
Presence of an associated violent offense 
Presence of any form of firearm 
Mean age of all designated victims 
Mean age of all designated suspects 
More than 50% of suspects are Hispanic (LASD only) 
Proportion of males on suspect's side 
Mean of the differences between ages of designated 
suspects and designated victims per case 
Presence cf any item in this factor 

* See paragraph above 
** Terms in nnd~rz factor were wearing of a bandana, presence 
of the term "hoorahing", presenca of the term "cuzz" or other 
related argot, presence of the term "blood" ~r other related 
argot, and presence of the term "gangbang(er)". 

*** Items in Manifest factor were behavioral evidence of gang 
affiliation (victim or suspect), the tarm n~omeboysn or "homies", 
presence of gang tatoos, tea.cdrcp tatoos, gang :lames on personal 
property, wearing of Pendleton shirts. 
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Table 2: Crpss-vslidation Results 

Source of Source of 
Variables Weights 

Applied 
to eta2 

Classification Success 
Gang Non-gang Overall 

LAPD Hom LAPD Hom LASD Hom 

LASD Hom LASD Hom 

LASD Hom LASD Hom LAPD Hom 

LAPD Hom LAPD Hom 

.51 

.51 

.52 

.49 

78.1% 

81.9% 

77.6% 

79.2% 

84.7% 

85.8% 

79.3% 

85.7% 

81.2% 

83.7% 

78.5% 

82.6% 

Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of Table 2 is the small 

difference among the four functions. Not surprisingly, in each 

case classification success is increased somewhat by applying the 

variables from one jurisdiction to the data from the second using 

the weights taken from the second. Also, it appears that using 

the LAPD function is slightly preferable to using the LASD 

function; i.e. it yields slightly better classification success 

on t~e other. jurisdiction. 

Finally, it seems that the better choice for ggng 

classification is in each case better for non-gang as well. For 

limited police goals, gang classification is most important; they 

want to be able to "target" gang cases accurately. For limited 

civil libertarian goals, better non-gang classification is more 

important; the interest here is in avoiding the false labeling of 

a non-gang case as gang-related. Coincidentally, the 

cross-val!dat10n with the crossed variables and weights (rows 2 

-I 
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and 4 in Table 2) best satisfy both goals. 

Since the function comprised of the LAPD variables and LASD 

weights yields the best results, it is most likely to be useful 

for future applications, but clearly the loss in choosing one of 

the alternate functions would not be great. Comparing the 

cross-validation results for this function with the classifi

cation results from the original discriminant analysis is also 

interesting. The original analyses were performed on each data 

set (LAPD and LASD) independently, e.g., LAPD variables and LAPD 

weights used to classify LAPD cases. The gang and non-gang 

classification success rates were 77.2% and 88.3% in LAPD, 80.7% 

and 85.9% in'LASD. Thus modified cross-validation (Table 2) 

yields slightly higher success in gang classification and lower 

success in non-gang classification. In absolute terms, the 

differences are not great, and cross-validation has been 

encouraging. 

However, all of this applies only to the classification of 

homicid~ cases. In most citie$, especially those smaller cities 

now facing increased gang problems, there are too few homicide 

cases to benefit from a gang homicide index. How well our worl~ 

to date applies to non-homicide cases then becomes critical, and 

this issue is the subject of our Phase II analysis4 

Phase l~ 

It might seem that either an LAPD homicide function or an 

LASD ~omicide function could be appropriate for testing a 

non-homicide data base. However, the da~a on non-homicid~s from 
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our first project were taken from LASD files only, suggesting 

that we should first test our concern using the less redundant 

LAPD function. Table 3 reports the results of using the LAPD 

homicide function with three different sets of weights to derive 

the classification success with the LASD non-homicide data. 4 

Table 3: Classification of ~ASD Non-homicide 

Cases with LAPP Homicide Variables 

Source of Source of 
eta2 

Classification Success 
Variables Weights Gang Non-gang Overall 

LAPD Hom LAPD Hom .51 53.9% 87.4% 69.4% 
LAPD Hom LASD Hom .51 66.7% 83.0% 74.2% 
LAPD Hom LASD Non-hom .37 74.9% 79.6% 77.1% 

Clearly, the homicide function work~ less well when applied 

to these non-homicide data. Gang classification success hardly 

exceeds chance (50%) using the LAPP weights, improves 

considerably using the LASD homicide weights, and improves more 

using the weights from the non-homicide data. This latter, 

however, is associated with a far lower explanation of variance 

than that obtained using the homicide weights. Tr~ original 

independent discriminant analysis of the non-homicide data had 

yielded classification success rates of 75.6% for gang, 76.7% for 

nongang, and 76.1% overall. Validation yields the opposite ,., 

trend, better non-gang than gang classification. 

4. These include over 500 cases, combined, of armed robbery, 
attempted murder, shooting into an inhabited dwelling, assault 
with a deadly weapon, other felonious assaults (excludlng those 
on a police officer), rape and related sexual assaults, and 
felony child endange~ment (see Klein, ar.d Gordon, 1985, for more 
dp.tail) • 
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Of course, one could make the argument that a gang indicator 

index could best emerge from derivations from non-homicide data, 

given that such offenses occur much more frequently than 

homicides. The direction we have gone was dictated by our 

original interest in homicides, not fr.om a natural logic of index 

development. Accordingly, we undertook a full discriminant 

analysis of the LASD non-homicide data, proceeding in exactly the 

same fashion we did with the homicide data (including a 

preliminary factor analysis of the cultural items appearing in 

the non-homicide case files). Table 4 describes the emergent 

variables in the analysis. 

Table 4: 

Acronym 

Vicpart 
Suspart 
Stranger 

Gunpres 
Auto 
Nnagva 
Hnagsa 
Ethnics 
Ethnicv 
!>iJ.props 
Street 
Rob 
Ncffense 
Hldiff 

Tatooprz5 

The Variables in, the Non-homicide Function 

variable 

Number of participants on the victim's side 
Number of partiCipants on the suspect's side 
No prior relationship between participants on 
suspect's and victim's sides 
Presence of any form of firearm 
Any form of automobile involvement in the incident 
Mean age of all designated victims 
Mean age of all designated suspects 
More than 50% of suspects are Hispanic 
More than 50% of victims are Hispanic 
Proportion of males on Guspect's side 
Incident took place in the street 
Presence of robbery amc,ng 'i:he charged offenses 
Number of of£ens~s listad for the incident 
Mean difference between pr0porti~n males on 
suspect's side ver~us victim's si~e 
Presence of any item in tnis factor 

This list is very similar to those derived frem the homi~ide 

data as seen in Table 1. Variables which d~stinguish between 

homicide even~s labeled as gang ~nd non-gang also distinguish 

between other forms of v~olence labeled as gang and ~on-gang. 

5. Items in Tatooprz factor were behayioral evidence of gang 
affiliation (suspect side) r gang tatoos, and teardrop tatoos. 
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Thus one would expect classification success in homicide data 

using a function derived from non-homicide cases to resemble the 

success rates we have already reported. Table 5 reports the 

results. 

Table 5: Classification of Homicide Case~ 
with Non-homicide-deriyed variables 

Source of Source of Applied Classification Success 
eta2 Gang Non-gang Variables Weights to 

LASD Nonhom LASD Nonhom LAPD Hom .37 69.1% 83.2% 
LASD Hom .37 78.6% 87.4% 

LASD Nonhom LAPD Hom LAPD Hom .48 78.0% 85.4% 
LASD Hom .48 74.0% 83.2% 

LASD Nonhom LASD Hor.l LAPD Hom .52 71.5% 74.5% 
LASD Hom .52 84.7% 84.7% 

The pattern of these results is now familiar. Classification 

success is obviously better when using weights derived from the 

target data set (e.g. LASD homicide weights applied to LASD 

homicide cases). For each function, non-gang classification 

success exceeds that for gang classification, and in all cases, 

the functions far exceed chance levels -- the process "works." 

Finally, it seems clear that an index derived from 

non-homicide data is roughly as useful as one derived from 

homicide data for use on homicide data. For our purposes in 

Phase II -,- testing LAPD a.nd LASD f!.lnctions in smaller cities 

this means that we hdve a ~ide choice of discriminant functions 

to tryout on cur smaller cjt.ies. 

Overall 

76.5% 
82.7% 

81.9% 
78.3% 

73.1% 
84.7'is 
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The Smaller Cities 

Cities6 in California which might have street gang problems 

were determined in several ways: 

1. The authors' personal knowledge derived from past 

experience in gang research. 

2. Reports from knowledgeable informants -- police and 

other enforcement personnel, probation and parole officials, news 

reports. 

3. The list supplied in the research of Stapleton and 

Needle (1982). 

4. A review of statewide data (Bureau of Criminal 

Statistics) on violent crime. 

A total of 45 jurisdictions constituted the final list. 

Further data collection and personal inquiry pared the list to 

about 38 jurisdictions that might fit our research needs. But 

another 14 of these reported such low levels of gang activity 

that they too were pared from the list, leaving a pool of 24 

California jurisdictions for our Phase II (testing a gang index 

ir: smaller cities) and Phase III .(tJ1e!.~ef,Je.$;t .. ot or;ga.tli~at:io.nal 

variables on gang clearance rates). 

Further criteria were then applied to the 24 remaining gang 

cities~ 

1. Were their gang control and intelligence activities 

l~J~ely to be too influenced by those of the LAPD and LASD, 

yielding redundancy rather than independence? 

6. n~~~iesn should really be interpreted here as "jurisdic
tions", since some of them were County Sheriff's Departments. 
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2. Did they have a police gang unit with denotable 

expertise and/or responsibility? 

3. Were they able to supply us with designations of cases 

as specifically gang-related? Some jurisdictions, for example, 

only record gang-related homicides but do not separate gang cases 

out in other violence categories (assault, robbery, rape, etc.). 

Others retain informal tallies of gang-related incidents without 

a list of case file numbers needed to locate the designated case. 

4. Was there a special vertical prosecution program 

("Operation Hardcore R
) in the District Attorney's Office? 

One of the jurisdictions was judged to be too affected by 

LAPD/LASD procedures (in fact it has been accused of manipulating 

its gang homicide data as reported to the LASD) D Four did not 

have gang experts or units. And three of these four were among 

the 13 jurisdictions which did not have designations of cases as 

gang or non-gang. This a priori designation was crucial to our 

applying bivariate and discriminant analyses to the data in 

Phases II and III. That so many jurisdictions with serious gang 

problems (serious eno~~h to establish a gang unit) did not record 

their gang-related violent incidents as such carne as a major 

surprise to us, and forced changes in cur design. We were left 

with only nine ap~ropriate jurisdictions. When we solicited 

cooperation from the chiefs in all nine, as well as facilitating 

court o=der.s from the presiding juvenile court judge in each 

cCtun'::y, we obtained eight cornroi tments and ODe chief's refusal. 

Th~ee of the eight were in Southern and five in Nor~hern 
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California. Two were selected for Phase II purposes, and these 

two were later combined with three others for Phase III purposes. 

The remaining three were omitted becase they were too similar to 

the patterns of the chosen five for Phase III purposes. 7 

Once the two Phase II cities were selected (one in the 

north, one in the south), a series of design issues required 

solution. Our goal was to sample 40 designated gang cases and an 

equal number of non-gang cases, spanning a one-year period, 

preferably 1984. The gang sample was taken from the gang unit's 

log of cases. 

The non-gang sample was obtained from the station or offense 

logs including all violent incidents included in the gang 

designation list!ng (e.g., if the gang unit counted robbery or 

rape as a gang crime, then the non-gang sample source or log 

needed to include robbery or rape). Ideally, the non-gang sample 

would reflect the offense proportions in the gang case population 

(e.g., if 10% of the gang incidents were robberies, then 10% of 

the sampled nen-gang offenses would be robberies). Both gang and 

non-gang sampled cases met the criterion of yielding at least one 

named or described suspect between the ages of ten and thirty 

years. Accommodations to these guidelines were required in each 

Phase II site; these are detailed in the pages below. Non-gang 

7. On the basiB of (1) number of gang personnel, (2) exclusive 
vs partial gang focus in the special unit, and (3) performance of 
the three ~unctions of intellig&nce, surveillance, and investiga
tion, the five ~ho&en sites encompassed the full range of these 
dimensions of specialization, The three other sites added no new 
combinations, and resources for data collection were li~i~ed. 
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cases were not collected in the three sites used only for the 

Phase III analyses described in later sections of this report. 

In Bergton, the Souther.n California city,8 the transition 

from a predominantly middle-to-upper class city to a highly mixed 

area with steady immigration of minority populations is typical 

of many California areas. Bergton gang specialists estimate an 

average of 10 violent gang incidents per month. All violent 

(gang and non-gang) offenses recorded in a recent year included 

almost 30 homicides, 1300 assaults, and 1000 robberies. The once 

quiet streets of many areas in suburban Bergton are now troubled 

streets. 

Gang incidents are more narrowly defined than in either Los 

Angeles jurisdiction. The special unit that handles gang matters 

prefers to limit labeling gang-related offenses as those 

involving known or suspected gang members on QQth the victim and 

assailant sides. Likely inclusions in gang offense recording are 

incidents identified directly by victim and assailant 

affiliatior., or territorial location which leads to discovery of 

such affiliations. Thus Bergton has a more "pure" gang 

designation policy which might be expected to increase the 

differences between gang and non-gang differences in bivariate 

and aiscriminant analyses. Actual practice, however, rather 

notably departed from this exclusionary policy. 

8. Pseudonyms are used for each of our cooperating jurisdic
tions. 
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Incidents were taken from logs for December 1983 through 

October 1984, omitting January and November 1984 because of 

inadequate gang entries for those months. The gang incident 

sample was drawn from the monthly reports of the special unit 

investigating gang cases (and selected other incidents). There 

were 88 gang cases, of which 72 met the criteria of violent 

offense, and an identified suspect between 10 and 30 years of 

age. From the Crimes Against Persons log, a comparable pool of 

80 non-gang cases was established by random sampling. From these 

two pools, samples of 41 gang and 45 non-gang cases were randomly 

selected. A final reduction was necessitated by age restriction 

problems, lack of a clear violent offense, and absence of an 

identified victim. A final combined sample of 76 cases resulted 

from these procedures, evenly split between the gang and non-gang 

categories. 

These cases, located variously in the investigators' files 

and in centralized record collections, were then ceded by trained 

U.S.C. research personnel under supervision, using the coding 

manual appended to this report. In Bergton., PQl.,i ~e ,irwp.stJg.at.ion 

data items were not included in the data collection form. 9 

How~?er, police clearance and prosecution filing rates were 

obtained. 

9. The decision to include the two Phase II cities in the 
Phase III analyses took place after the Bergton data collection 
had been completed. 
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The second city, Valeton, is a northern California city with 

a more stable history of minority settlement, located in a 

generally less urbanized context than Bergton. Nonetheless, 

Valeton has a gang history of some years' duration, with from 25 

to 35 groups noted by the police as "active" at a given time. 

Homicides average 36 per year over the last six year period, 

about one quarter of these being designated as gang-related. 

In contrast to Bergton, the special unit in Valeton employs 

a broader definition of gang-related violent incidents, similar 

to that found in Los Angeles. A known or suspected gang member 

on either the victim or suspect side is sufficient to define the 

incident as gang-related. Indications of gang motives 

(retaliation, territorial imperatives) are also employed, but not 

systematically. In designating cases as gang-related, officers 

in the gang unit review all station incident reports and arrests, 

looking for names, areas, motives, and other indications of gang 

involvement. These incidents are then entered in the gang log 

along with others which may not have been reported formally to 

the police such as drive-by shooting episodes with unknowq 

suspects. 

This log for 1984 yielded a pool of 80 eligible violent gang 

incidents. A sample was drawn by selecting every other case, 

with contiguous case replacement fer eight sampled incidents 

wnich luter were revealed as ineligible (suspect ages not 

ascertainable, charges reclassified to non-aampled offense 
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categories, etc.) 0 The final sample included 38 gang cases. lO 

Sampling of non-gang cases was more complex. To give the 

reader a feeling for the sorts of issues that typically arise in 

these situations, we quote directly from the field notes of the 

researcher who carried out the sampling procedure. 

"Non-gang sampling: I obtained separate logs for p.e. ll 
211/armed, 211/strongarm, and MISe (included 187, 
664/187, 245, 246). The MISe log also contained 243 
(battery), 207 (kidnapping), 244 (assault with caustic 
chemicals which I should have included but didn't), 451 
(arson) -- these also's were DQt included. Only cases 
logged with suspect age within our range were included 
in sample. Age or estimate was fairly consistently 
entered on log (80%?) if there was any suspect info 
provided, but there was no way to check case files 
dur ing sampl ing so. if age wasn I t on log, it didn't get 
included in the sample pool. The log containing sex 
offenses was n2t used (too few gang cases to make it 
worth it). As all three logs had many entries, I 
estimated the total number of eligible cases by taking 
an average per page ana multiplying it (i.e. 211 armed: 
49 pp x 5.5 incidents/page = 269; 211/strocgarm: 59 pp 
x 6 incidents/page = 342; MIse: 510 count, not 
estimate). Since 74% of the gang sample pool were 
offenses representea in MISC log, I decided to sample 
30 cases (30/40 = 75% total non-gang offenses), or 
every 17th eligible case, with a random start at the 
297th case. The remaining 10 cases were taken by 
treating the two 211 logs as continuous, taking every 
61st eligible case (estimated by page, systematically 
distributed across page), with a random start at the 
720th eligible case4 As these logs included gang cases 
as well, I USed the gang log to reject any selected 
case that was gang, and replaced it with the first 
eligible non-gang case preceding the discarded case. 
While this procedure was convoluted and not strictly 

10. Minor sampling errors -- e.g. omission of assault with 
intent to co~it mayhem, robbery in an inhabited dwelling -- we~e 
excluded from the ncn-gang sampling pool to ensure comparanility. 

11. P.C. refers to Penal Code, e.g. p.c. 187 is 
~urder, p.c. 245 is aggravated assault, p.c. 664/---
refers to attempts. 
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random. I don't think there was a problem with 
representativeness. 
Beware: The non-gang sample from Valeton will have a 
(slightly) different proportion of offenses than did 
Bergton. While the Valeton non-gang offenses are 
roughly proportional to Valeton gang offenses, this is 
not true in Bergton. In Bergton, we drew the non-gang 
sample from the general Crimes Against Persons log 
which did not permit offense-based sampling (i.e. 
proportional representation) of offenses as emerged in 
gang sampleG The projected result is proportionally 
more 2lls in non-gang Bergton sample. n 

Following sampling, four cases were dropped during the 

coding process. Two were ineligible assaults on police officers, 

one turned out to be a false report, and another file contained 

too little information on the participants. Forty cases remained 

in the final non-gang coded sample. 

Following a review of coding procedures and necessary data 

cleaning, the coded data from Bergton and Valcton were prepared 

for several sets of analysis for our Phase II interests. 

External Validity 

How effectively will the discriminant functions de~ived in 

Los Angeles apply to s~aller cities? In a very real sense, the 

answer to this question provides a test of external validity, or 

the generalizability of Los Angeles gang findings to the 

situation in other, small cities now experiencing gang problems. 

Valeton and Bergton are quite different kinds of citieE with 

si.milar gang proolems yet somewhat dissimilar approaches to gang 

incident definitio~ within their police departments. Combining 

the dat~ from the two cities gives us stable puwbers and broad 

representation, adequate for testing the generalizability of the 
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gang index variables. 

We first applied to these new data the LAPD discriminant 

function with the LASD homicide weights, and then the LAPD 

function with the LAPD weights. In both cases, the 

classification success rates were derived for functions including 

as well as excluding the "cultural items" (Choloprz, Bndprz, 

Manifest -- see Table 1 footnotes). The first finding to report 

is that in the smaller cities, the cultural items proved to be 

useless. When they were included in the function, classification 

success of non-gang cases using LASD weights was 94.4% and using 

LAPD weights was 93.1%. However, the corresponding rates for 

gang cases was 45.6% in both instances. The cultural items 

appeared much less frequently in the Valeton/Bergton cases than 

was true in Los Angeles; while their presence in nen-gang cases 

was minimal, yielding high classification success, their presence 

was relatively low even in gang cases. 

Two probable explanations occur to us. First, smaller city 

gangs may not be as culturally distinct as they are in the more 

sophisticated traditional gang settings of Los Angeles. Second, 

patrolmen, detectives, and gang ~nit specialists in the snaller 

cities may not attend to and record items of argot and dress as 

uniformly as do their more gang-experienced counterparts in the 

Los Angeles Sheriff's and P~lice Departments. Both factors may 

be involved and are probab17 interactive. In any case, our 

analyses hereafter will omit the cultural items. 

Our second finding constitu~es a siight reversal of 
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expectations. In prior pages we reported that LAPD variables 

with LASD weights performed slightly better on the LASD 

non-homicide data than LAPD variables with LAPD weights. 

Applying both functions to the Valeton/Bergton data yields the 

reverse. As seen in Table 6, the data favor the use of the LAPD 

weights. 

Table 6: Classification Rates with LAPD Function 
Applied to Valeton/Bergton Data 

SQurce Qf Weights ClassificatiQP Success 
~ NQP-gapg Overall 

LAPD Hom 

LASD Hom 

79.4% 

45.6% 

72.2% 

87.5% 

75.7% 

67.1% 

The overall classification success of the better set of 

weights (LAPD) is not as high as the cross-validation rates 

reported for Phase I analyses (see Table 2). However, it is 

higher than we had anticipated, given the conceptual and 

rneth0dological leaps involved in moving from data taken from lo-" ... ne 

nation;s most gang-ridden city to two medium-sized cities with 

suburban reputations. To judge from these data, and limiting 

ourselves to incident and participant variables excluding 

cultural items, a police--based gang indicator i!ldex £2.Il be 

applied with utility to the distinction between gang and non-gang 

cases in both major urban areas and in the kinds of smaller 

cities where gang activity has become so prevalent of late. 

Further verification comes in part from a comparison of the 

variables which enter the discriminant analyses of the LAPD, 

LASD, and Valeton/Bergton data. Table 7 displays the 

standardized coefficients for all four available sets of data; 

these are the original discriminant functions, derived from 
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Table 7: 19t1abl~§ and ~tanggtd1~ed ~Q~ff1Q1~Dt~ fQ[ 1fQ!dt Dat~ Sets 
(with rank orderings inserted) 

Variables IASD Hanicide LASD Non-Homicide LAPD Hanicide Valeton/Bergton 

Mean Age of Suspects -.491 (1) -.539 (1) -.736 (1) -.759 (1) 

Predominantly Hisp/Blk 
Suspects +.415 (2) +.244 ( 4) -.248 (3) +.260 (4) 

Street Location +.322 (3) +.125 (11) 

No. of Participants 
on Suspect Side +.307 ( 4) +.354 (2) +.196 (6) +.209 (5) 

Presence of Gun +.279 (5) +.128 (10) +.238 (4) +.107 (7) 

Mean Age of Victims -.237 (6) -.109 (13) -.342 (2) -.281 (3) 

Proportion of 
Nale Suspects +.185 (7) +.166 (7) +.218 (5) +.073 (8) 

No Prior contact 
between Suspect 
and victim +.164 (8) +.194 (6) +.189 (7) 

Nuwber of Partici-
pants on Victim 
Side +.156 (9) +.121 (12) -.063 (9) +.171 (6) 

Associated Violent 
Olarges +.152 (10) 

t1ean Age Difference 
between Suspect 
ar.d Victim +.113 (Il) 

Autanobile Involved +,.155 (8) + .188 (8) +.299 (2) 

Differrence in Propor-
tion of MClles r 
suspect & Victim -.088 (14) 

Proportion HiSFanic 
. or Black Tlictirns +.153 (9) 

Robbery as d case 
Offense +.266 (3) 

NU!tlber ('..ase Offenses +.205 (5) 

-:: In the case of Valeton/Bergton, the coefficients are based en LAPD vG.!'iables 1:/ith 
Valetcn/Bergton weights. When we reviewed the Valeton/Eergton bivariate 
gang/non-gang differences to select variables for the discriminant analysis, the 
result was a list of variaoles nearly iden~ical to t.~ variables in the ~ED 
function. il'hereiore, the fourth column is quite similar co an independent 
discriminant fu.i.ction derived for Valeton/~rgton. Qlly the nc-prior-contact 
variable would not have entere.c ru1 independent discriminant a.nalysis; the 
gang/non-gung Cifference was not sigruficant. 

I 

* 
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separate analyses of each data set and based on setting and 

participant variables, rather than the functions obtained in the 

validation analyses. 

There is a good deal of consistency in these data. Most 

variables turn out to be discriminators in most instances. In 

all the data, there are only two sign reversals. In all four 

data sets mean age of suspects emerges as the best discriminator. 

The rank order correlations between columns range from +.59 to 

+.84, all significant beyond the .05 level. The highest correla

tion of +.84 is between the LAPD Homicide and Valeton/Bergton 

functions. 

We may conclude from Table 7, then, some confirmation of the 

generalizability of findings across jurisdictions. However, the 

level of variation among the rankings of the variables in the 

four data sets makes us cautious about the particular weights in 

the case of any variable other than mean age of suspects. If 

these data were used to construct a predictive index, i.e. an 

index to discriminate between gang-related and other cases, it 

would be wise to assign equal Veight to each variable (with the 

reasoh~ble exception of mean age of suspects) rather than to 

attempt differential weighting. One might also simplify such an 

index by omitting variables with ccnsistently low rankings. 

Before leaving this issue of generalizability, there is one 

adcitional result to be considered, but we will approach it by a 

rather circuitous =oute. Looking back at Table 7, we need to 

point out that the last column, reporting Valeton/Berstoll 

standardi~ed coefficients, employs the LAPD~. This means 
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that the variables with which the coefficients are associated in 

the last column were derived from our LAPD analyses. Thus it is 

not too surprising to find a number of v'ariables from the total 

list which did not appear in the Valeton/Bergton discriminant 

analysis. But what is llQt evident is that some other variables 

might appear in an independent discriminant analysis of the 

Valeton/Bergton data that did not relate to the LAPD variables. 

It seems worthwhile, then, to undertake such a final discriminant 

analysis. 

However, a circuitous route is required so that we might 

first look more closely at the similarities and differences in 

operating variables between the Los Angeles jurisdictions and 

those in the other five cities in our Phase III analysis. There 

are three sets of data to ~escribei bivariate gang/non-gang 

comparisons in Valeton/Bergton, univariate data in all five 

smaller cities, and the "cultural" variables commonly associated 

'Hi th gang incidents which we noted earlier were less commonly 

=ound in the investigation files of our five cities than in the 

.L.~D and LAP!) f ~les. .... ., 

a. Bi ~1ar.:la.te Comp9risons.: Gang/non-gang diffe.:-ences in 

the LASD non-homicide sample 'tlere compared with those in Valeton 

and Be~gton, combined. ~he ~hree variables with the strongest 

differences in the LASD data T,lere also the strongest in the 

VCl.::'eton/Bergton cata, namely (1) mean age of Euspects f (2) the 

n~~ber of participants en the suspect's side, and (3) total 

n~mber of yarticipants. flowev~r, t~is similarity stopped with 
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the first three variables as nonsignificant differences and 

widely divergent rank-ordering of variables appeared thereafter 

in the Valeton/Bergton data. Of 20 variables yielding 

significant gang/non-gang differences in the LASD data, only 9 

did so in the Valeton/Bergton data, while 5 significant 

differences emerged on variables in the latter which did not in 

the former. Clearly then, a new sense of caution must be entered 

in our search for external validity. 

b. Univariate ComparisQ~: In the simplest of 

comparisons, how do LASD gang non-homicide data compare to those 

from all five nonLos Angeles cities?12 The picture is mixed. On 

a number of variables the LASD and five-city data are virtually 

indistinguishable. This includes: 

Mean age of suspects 

Number of participants 

Time of day 

Location 

Cases with injuries 

12. In addition to Valeton and Bergton, these include 
"Seaside," a large ur.ban center, "Salton," a smaller but 
well-known urban center, and "Sola.ris," an J.nland city less 
well-known nationally but prominent in the California scene. ~~l 
three of these additional jurisdictions contain large minority 
co~~unities and a broad mix of demographic and occupational 
status. They have gang details in units of from two to ten 
pcrso~s, initiated in the late 19705 and early 1980s in response 
to ganys appearing a few years earlier in each case. Designa
tio~s of g~ng-related crimes in all three are limited to 
violence--mostly assaults and rObberies. In one case, 
gang-r~lated incid~nts are defined by a suspect's gang 
!Ilemb~rsh.i.Pr while in the other two, either sllspect Q.[ victim raay 
be sufficient. None of these operational definitions a=e as 
broad as those used in Los Angeles. 
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Cases with unknown suspects 

Proportion of male suspects 

On other variables, there are substantial differences: 

Relationship between suspect and victim 

Auto involvement 

Number of associated offenses 

Number of weapons 

Presence of firearms 

Presence of other weapons 

Somewhat surprisingly, one discernible pattern is that the 

five-city data suggest more violent incidents--more guns, more 

other weapons, with ~ore conflict involving autos, involving 

suspects and victims known to each other: This is the pattern 

associated with gang homicides in Los Angeles. This may reflect 

characteristics of small city gangs, but it may also reflect more 

restrictive gang definitions and gang designation practices in 

these jurisdictions. In either case, the data add yet another 

caution to claims of direct external validity~ 

c. CultUtgl Indicators: We noted earlier, with respect to 

the application of the LAPD and LASD discriminant functions to 

the Valeton/Bergtcn data, that the cultural items appeared less 

fre4uently in the smaller cities and r~duced the classification 

success of these functions. This raises the question of whether 

or not to include the cultural items in the Valeton/Bergton 

discriminant analysis. The question was asked of "motive" items 

(retaliation, previcus conflict, territoriality, etc.) I 
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"behavioral" items (gang name calling, drive-bys, location in 

gang areas, cruising, etc.) and "gang culture" items (tatoos, 

distinctive clothing items, use of gang argot, other physical 

evidence, etc.). 

In the gang/non-gang comparisons in Valeton and Bergton, 

only 5 out of 43 measured items attained statistical 

significance. The mean number of incidents in which each of the 

43 appeared in the investigati.on was just under eleven per cent, 

i.e., any item, on the average, appeared in the file less than 11. 

percent of the time, with the range being from zero to 39 per 

cent. Clearly these items, which had proved useful in Los 

Angeles, are relatively uncommon in these two smaller cities. 

The correlation between these rates of appearance in Valeton 

and Bergton with those for the other three cities combined ~'las a 

celatively strong +.73. Thus, had we collected gang/non-gang 

comparisons in those three as well, the chances seem quite good 

that a similar absence of significant differences ~ould have 

emerged. The mean percentage of appearance was exactly 11 per 

cent, virtually identical to that in Valeton and Bergton. 

The upshot of all this is, first, to reinforce the cautions 

about generalizing from LOB Angeles to small cities and, second, 

to make it quite clear that the cultural items should U2t be 

included i.n the discriminant ~nalysis to be applied to the 

Valeton/Bergton data. The possibility that new cultural items 

\>lould appear aI'!d be important in these cities \-las dispelled b~7 

t~e data collection process; few new items appeared, and nona 
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appeared frequently. Thus we can now proceed to the issue of a 

final discriminant analysis. 

Valeton/Bergton Discriminant Analysis 

The perceptive reader may already have foreseen the contents 

of this section. Referring back to Table 7 and the discussion 

following it, it may be recalled that the LAPD Homicide variables 

are exactly the same as those emerging from the bivariate 

analyses of the Valeton/Bergton data with the exception of the 

no-prior-contact variable. Table 7 already reports the use of 

the Valeton/Bergton weights on these variables. Further, v{e have 

noted the non-utility of the gang culture items in the 

Valeton/Bergton data, so there are no ~ variables to be entered 

into an independent discriminant analysis. 

What we have found, then, is that to all intents and 

purposes the final column in Table 7 actually represents an 

"independent" discriminant analysis of the Valeton/Bergton datao 

The discriminant function consists of the variables for which a 

standardized coefficient is listed in the last column of Table 7. 

The classification succeS3 is roughly 76%, as depicted in Table 

6. There is, as it happens, no point in undertaking a separate 

discriminant analysis. The results are already in hand, however 

inadvertentl~1' • 

'Phase !II 

In our report of the earlier project (Klein, Maxson, and 

Gordon, 1984), we reported some analyses relating gang unit 

involvement to investigative thoroughness and arrest rates. In 
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the Sheriff's Department, the data suggested that homicide cases 

directly involving the gang unit received somewhat more thorough 

investigations and somewhat higher proportions of suspect 

arrests. The non-homicide cases did not present as clear a 

picture. More importantly, the Los Angeles Police Department 

data failed to show the same evidence relating unit involvement 

to investigative outcome. Since the two departments had gang 

units with both structural and functional differences of some 

note, Phase III of the current project was designed to look 

further into this issue. 

The five smaller jurisdictions were selected, in part, to 

represent a wide range of approaches to gang unit structure and 

function. With arrest rates and prosecution filing rates 

collected in all five, as well as investigative variables 

collected in four of the five,13 we positioned ourselves to 

assess the effects of amount and type of gang unit involvement on 

the outcome of gang-related cases. Clearly, there would be 

important policy implications of findings relating kind or volume 

of unit involvement to arrests and filing rates. Differences in 

investigative thoroughness would presumably help to explain such 

relationships: 

We provide below brief Sketches of the five units EO the 

reader may get some feeling for their contrasting approaches. 

13. Bergton, due to some changes in research methodology during the 
project, 6id net have investigative variables extracted from its 
files. It had not original17 been planned to include it in ~he Phase 
III analyses. 
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1. Bergton: The unit varies in size from eight to twelve 

part-time officers; gangs are one of several assignments. These 

are both uniformed and plain clothes officers serving under the 

Patrol Division. Their functions involve intelligence and 

surveillance, but not investigation (thus the absence of 

investigative variable collection in Bergton is not of much 

importance) • 

2. ygleto~: There are two plain clothes officers in the 

unit. One is full-time, devoted to intelligence functions only, 

while the other has a supervisory role -- supposedly full-time in 

gang affairs, but in practice less than that. The unit is lodged 

in the Juvenile Division. 

3. Salton: The unit consists of a Sergeant and two 

full-time gang officers. They are plain clothes detectives, not 

in Juvenile.. They serve all three functions of intelligence, 

surveillance, and case investigation. 

4. S§aside: The unit varies in size from eight to ten 

plain clothes investigators, located outside of Juvenile. They 

are all full-time gang officers serving all three functions of 

intellig~nce, surveillance, and investigation. 

5. Solatis: The unit consists of frem one to three plain 

clothes officers, with size being rather cyclical depeneing upon 

other pressures. It is not unco~~on for these officers to be 

assigned to other duties, leaving gaps in both service and 

recording of gang matters. They slerve under the Patrol Division, 

doing principally intelligence and surveillance functions. 
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Table 8 summarizes the placement of the five units on 

dimensions of importance to our concerns. As can be seen, the 

five jurisdictions have both common and unique features. 

Table 8: Fiye Gang Units Compareq 

Bergton valeton Salton Seasid~ Solaris 

Size Large Small Small Large Small 
Placement Patrol Juvenile Detective Detective Patrol 
Full-time Gang No Yes Yes Yes No 
Intelligence Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Surveillance Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Investigation No No Yes Yes No 

There should be some interesting contrasts here. For instance, 

Bergton and Solaris are identical except for size. Valeton and Salton 

are similar except for their functional assignments. Salton "and 

Seaside are the only units with clear investigation mandates, and 

should therefore yield more thorough investigating and, presumably, 

higher arrest and filing rates. The reader will see other pa~terns as 

well. 

To investigate our Phase III interests, data were gathered from a 

target number of 40 gang cases in each jurisdiction; th~ actual 

numbers, as displayed in the tables below, varied as a function of 

c&se peculiarities, log/file charge discrepancies, missing 

information, low numbe!s of cases (Solaris), and underestimates 

(Salton). Our analytic intention was to undertake a mult~ple 

regression analysis with gang unit type as the independent variable, 

indices of investigative thoroughness as intervening variables, and 

arrest and filing rates as dependent variables. Tbe "ganginess" of 

the cases was antiCipated as a control variable, depending upon the 

outcome of the Phase II analys~s. 
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Comparative Pats 

Our hopes for the Phase III analyses have not been realized for 

the most part. The expectation that different organizational forms --

types of gang units -- would result in manifestly different outcomes 

is not supported by the data. Table 9 reports the results for arrest 

rates, and Tables 10 and 11 for prosecution filing rates. 

Table 9: Gang Case Arrest Rates in Fiye Cities 

Bergton VsletoD Salton SeasidJ; Solaris 

Open or Inactive* 8 17 15 12 14 
Arrest or Charges Filed 30(79)** 21(55)** 26(63)** 25(68)** 20(59)** 
Missing -U. ....Q. -2. ~ ....Q. 

TOTAL 38 38 47 38 34 

* Investigation continuing; insufficient information; uncooperative 
victims. 
** Percentages represent cases with arrests or charges filed over the 
total cases minus those missing. 

Table 10: Gang Case Prosecution Rates in Fiye Cities 

Bergton valetoD Salton Seaside Solaris 

No fi.ling 14 18 18 14 19 
Charges filed 18 (56) * 16(47}* l4(44)* 21(60)* 12(39)* 
Hissing data ...Q. ...! 1.5. -.J. -.l 

TOTAL 38 38 47 38 34 

* Percentages represent cases with one or more filings over the tot~l 
cases minus those missing. 

Table 11: Gang Case Prosecution Rates Among Cases with Arrests 
or Charges Filcd (from Table 9) 

Bergton YaletQn Sill ton Seaside Solaris 

60% 76% 54% 84% 60% 

We note two general features of these tables. First, there is 

not as much variance in thes~ outcome variables as we had hoped to 

see, leaving not much room for differential effects of gang unit 
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involvement. Second, discerning any consistent pattern among the five 

cities is very difficult. For instance: 

1. The two largest units, Bergton and Seaside, have the highest 

arrest rates but only Seaside has a high filing ratio (Table 11) • 

2. Those with the highest filing ratios, Valeton and Seaside, 

seem to have nothing in common organizationally. 

3. The units which engage in investigative functions, Salton and 

Seaside, have the highest and the lowest filing rates and only 

middle-range arrest rates. 

4. The three units with commitments of full-time gang officers 

Valeton, Salton, and Seaside -- show no consistent patterns of 

arrests or filing ratios. 

In sum, there is not all that much to be said about widely 

varying outcome rates nor about differential relationships to the 

organizational dimensions we have used to characterize the units. 

Another approach to the issue is to compare cases which were handled 

by the gang units with those which were not. Our data collection 

procedure inclu~ed this information in each set of files. However, 

once again the data present us with a problem, as seen in Table 12. 

Table 12: Gang Unit InY21yement in Gang Csses 
Level of Inyolyement. Bergton 'laleton Salter; Seaside 

110 mention * 30 11 2 
Copies sent to G. U. * 1 0 0 
G.O. used as resource ;.: 1 8 0 
Active G.U. involvement * ....6.. II lQ.. 

* 38 a.'" -, 38 

Solar!g 

12 
13 

2 
_I 
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* Data not collected, but Bergton officers are part-time and not 
detailed to act as investigators in any case. 

Comparing unit-i~vclved to non-unit-involved cases within Bergton 

cannot be done, and within Valeton and Seaside also is fruitless 
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because there is so little variance. The distributions in the table 

for Salton and Solaris, however, do hold some promise, so analyses 

were undertaken within those two departments. Taken separately, 

neither presents a clear picture of the relationship between gang unit 

involvement and case outcome; the numbers are too small. When one 

combines the data from Salton and Solaris, the data in Tables 13 and 

14 emerge. 

Table 13: Gang Unit Involvement and Case Clearance 
by Arrest, Salton plus Solaris 

No unit Involvement 
Passive Involvement* 
Active Involvement* 

lUssing 

o 
1 
5 

Not Cleared 

3 
8 
5 

UncoQoerative 
Y1ctim 

6 
2 
5 

Cleared 
by Arrest 

14 
13 
19 

* Passive involvement means the unit received report copies, or was 
used for identifications, or unit supervisors signed off on reports. 
Active involvement means that unit officers were directly involved in 
case investigation. 

The data in Table 13 show no particular pattern, and no strong 

support for the efficacy of active unit involvement. One can attempt 

to increase the Ns by collapsing columns, or collapsing rows, but 

these procedures do not help. Not surprisingly, then, the 

prosecution's filing rates are similarly unimpressive, as seen in 

Table 14. 

Table 14: Gang Uoit Involyement and Prosecution 
fil!ngs, S9lton plijs Solaris 

No Unit InvQlv~ment 
Passi ve Invol'lement 
Active Involvement 

Missinu Not filed Accepted or Fi:ed 

4 
4 

10 

12 
13 
12 

7 
""1 

12 
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In sum, then, the data suggest that neither organizational form 

(as represented ty the five departments) nor level of gang unit 

involvement in case investigation relates meaningfully to case outcome 

as measured in this proje~t. For policy purposes, this is of course a 

discouraging finding. Explcining it is difficult. Perhaps tne cases 

are not so difficult tnat speclal expertise is needed. Perhaps the 

available gang expertise and intelligence does not a~d appreciably" to 

normal investigacive processes. Perhaps smaller city gangs do not 

differ frem non-gang perpetratcrs enough to warrant special attention, 

although our prior data seem to suggest otherwise. 

The only additional light we might bring to bear on this question 

is the data on inter-city differences on case information variables. 

We can ascertain whether the five stations and their contrasting 

approaches to gang matters are associated with differences on 

variables related to investigative thoroughness. We will display two 

sets of variables, those for which the case files yielded evidence 

for presence of the item (Table 15) and those for which the case files 

yielded measurable levels of presence (Table 16) • 

Table 15: Presence of Inyestigatiye Items 
Bergton valeton Salton Seaside Solaris 

a. Was a Search warrant Obtained? n.a. 0% 0% 3% 6% 
b. Was there Analysis of 

Physical Evidence? n.a. 11% 40% 21% 26% 
c. Was There a Described Suspect? n.a. 97% 87% 82% 85% 
d. Was There a Named Suspect? n.a. 45% 79% 47% 59% 
e. Was There an Available 

Suspect Location? n.a. 42% 72% 47% 62% 
f. Can the Suspect be Identified? n.a. 61% 83% 55% 71% 
g. Is There Evidence of D.A. 

Involvement in the Investigation?* n.a. 0% 9% 8% 12% 

* Each of the five cities was in a county with an "Operation Hardcore," 
a special vertical prosecution unit in the D.A.s office assigned to gang 
cases. 
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Table 16: Means on Five Investigative Items 

Bergton Valeton Salton Seaside Solaris 

h. Total Number of Interviews n.a. 10.OB 9.60 9.50 9.62 
i. Number of Informant Interviews n.a. 4.03 4.09 2.05 4.44 
j . Pages of Investigation n.a. 12.53 24.36 17.50 15.79 
k. Number of Designated Victims 1.45 1.34 1.30 1.58 
1. Number of Designated Suspects 2.B4 2.92 2.04 2.74 

Tables 15 and 16 again present us with data distribution 

problems. Some variables, for example a. and g., simply are too low 

for any utility. Others, such as c., h., and 1. have such low 

variance that they too are of little use. All of the variables in 

Table 16 have such large standard errors (not shown) that even the 

1.03 
2.55 

occasional outstanding differences are of little value (for example, 

the Salton pages of investigation and the Solaris designated victims). 

One station seems to stand out on several of the variables. 

Salton is higher on physical evidence analyzed, named and located and 

identified suspects, and pages of investigation. This shQuld lead to 

higher arrest and filing rates Salton, it will be recalled, had a 

gang unit located in the detective division and served all three 

functions of intelligence, surveillance, and investigation. Yet 

'rabIes 9, 10, and 11 reveal that Sal ton does ll.Qt show the expected 

superiority in arrest or filing rates. Further, Seaside, the city 

which seemed highest on the case outcome variables and had all of 

Salton's advantages plus a large gang unit, fails to stand out in ~ny 

way in the investigative variables. In Ghort, whatever may be the 

reasons for the absence of relationship between gang unit involvement 

and case outcome, the case for the investigati ~,e procedu!:es as an 

intervening variable canno~ De made. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

This project has fulfilled most of our desires for learning more 

about the generalizability of data from traditional big city gangs to 

gangs in smaller cities now facing up to gang problems. We have cross

validated the gang descriptors across big city jurisdictions, and 

found them applicable to a significant degree in the smaller cities. 

However, a practical aim of the project cannot be achieved, 

namely the development of useful training materials for officers in 

these smaller cities. Our data suggest that the sorts of distinctive 

cultural indicators of gang cases found in Los Angeles are generally 

not found in the smaller cities. Officers cannot be trained to be 

sensitive to non-existent discriminators. Further, the variables 

which emerge from the discriminant analysis (see Table 7) are, with 

the exception of mean age of suspects, not very effective 

discriminators, yielding in all a classification success between gang 

and non-gang cases about halfway between perfection and pure chance 

(see Table 6,. Little special training is needed to tell officers, 

"Watch for a larger number of younger suspects and victims with 

firearms and a car." 

Perhaps this limited sort of guideline is precisely what explains 

the failure of gang unit involvement to result in better case 

outcomes; we may have statistically significant differences that are 

insignificant for practical purposes. If gang units cannot make a 

difference in these srnal~er cities, including those that are actively 

i,wolved in casp. investigations, there is little reason to t;:1ink that 

specialized gang training for patrol officers can yield much of 

practical value to their departments. 
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In making these statements, we do not wish to imply that the 

smaller city gangs are not "real" gangs. Analysis of the incidents 

recorded by the five police departments confirms the existence and 

seriousness of these groups. A most valuable future research 

enterprise would be a field study of smaller city gangs to establish 

similarities and differences in gang structure compared to big city 

gangs. If the structures are similar and the level of gang-related 

crime serious, then a legitimate question could be raised about the 

utility of maintaining specialized gang units in the forms we have 

described in this report. Our Los Angeles experience has made us 

proponents of gang specialization in such a traditional gang area; our 

data in the current project do not allow us, as yet, to be equally 

sanguine about such specialization in smaller gang cities. 
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APPENDIX: DATA COLLECTION/CODING INSTRUMENTS 
AJ.'ID MANUALS 

Violent Incident Data Collection Form 

Violent Incident Data Collection Manual 

Group Indicators Coding Form 

Group Indicators Coding Manual 



Project !.D. 

VIOLENT INCIDENT DATA COLLEC~'ION FOR!>'! 

""' -I I 
1. ProJect ID# I I 

2 • Statio!:. J 
3. Si te (if !lOt:. station) 

4. Collection date 

5. ~ata collector 

6. File location information: 

7. Date of incident 

s. Prior gang designation D 
9. Incident setting, 

if other (3), specify: D 

10. Time of incident: D 
11. Amount of property loss 



12. .Auto in"! 01 vement 
if illv~1vea (1), specify: 

13. Number firearms 

14. NQ~ber utter weapons 
Specify type and n:.l:uber: 

15. Victim/Offender relationship 

Proj ect 1. D. 

if other (2), specify: ------------.-------

16. Case offenses (number of each ty'pe) 

5) Homicide (PC 187) 

bj Assaults 
Atterr.pted murder (PC 217, 664/187) 
Conspiracy to commit murder (PC 182/187) 
Assault with deadly weapon (PC 245) 
Assault with intent to commit felony (PC 220-222) 
Other felonious assaul ts '(Mayhem - PC 203 i 

administering poison - PC 216; caustic 
chemicals - PC 244; spousal assault - PC 273.5; 
assault and battery - PC 240-243) 

c) Robbery (PC 211) 

d) Shooting into inhabited dwelling (PC 246) 

e) Sexual assaults 
Rape (PC 261-264) 
Sodomy (PC 286) 

f) Weapons possession (PC 417, PC 12020-12034 

I' 
I I 

IT 
J , 



Pr c j 2 ct I. D. 

g) Drug possession or sale 
Specify dr!..1g r.ype and offense (includi!1Q H & S code): 

------------------.----------

h) Other incl~ding kidnapping (PC 207-210): other sexual 
assaults (PC 288-289); burglary (PC ~59), vehicle code 
·,,-iolations, etc. Specify type a:!d oEfense; including 
code: 

17. Number vic~ims injured 

18. Most serious victim injury 

19. Number participants on suspect side 

20. Number participants on victim side 

21. a) Retaliation motive 

b) Gang 
if "1", quote 

22. a) Previous conflict motive 

b) Gang 
if "1", quote 

11 

---, 
I 

I 
I 

.-l 

I 
I 

D 
D 
D 
D 



')-
.. .j • - , 

0., Propert.y motive 

b) Gang 
if :; 1 ,~ , quote 

24. a) Te~ritory motive 

b} Gang 
if til", quote 

25. a) Identity che.llenge 

b) Gang 
'.f= ~ ... "1", ql10te 

26. a) Sexual motive 

b) Gang 
'-,= 
~ ... Ifl", quote 

27. a) Other motive 
if "1", quote: 

b) Gang 
if "1", quote 

28. a) Altercation 
if "1", quote 

b) Gang 
if 11111, quote 

Proj~ct LD. 

I 
D 

-----I 
I 
I 

'----

C 

LJ 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 



2.. a) Witness/victim intimidation. 
if trIll, specify; 

b) Gana 
if "1"; qucte 

Police cl~arance status 

3:. Prosecut.1.on clearance status 

Project I.D. 

t I 
i I 
I • . I 
'-----' 

r----J 
1_-



Project LD. _________ _ 

GROUP INDICATORS 

Cuo~e or describe all referenc~s that indicate, or possibly indicstcf group 
invc!veffiEnt in !nci~entn DocumeDt source ana object of statement. 

t·l·~""'. l""be.1.' /':;crm of :::lo-d-As .... \..lJ-\..:U!;:" _ , _ ,. J """'"' .L_ ... .:t 

{e.~., e;holoi bomebvy/ho~~e; 
C~~; clood; veterano, vato; 
1 owr ide!:) 

Slar.g/behavior term£: (e. g., ·3rc.uP 
declarations of "where are YOti 
ircm?- shouted d~rins incident; 
erive-by; gang-banger(ing), boorahing~ 
cruising; flying colorsr handsignals; 
bacKt.:p.= parr,ner i hangout/tur£ihood) 

Costume/physical evidence (e.g., 
b~ndana/handkerchicf/headband/rag; 
describe any tatoo; pendleton; beanie/ 
watchcap1 describe any group names on 
clothes or pe!.-sonal pr operty; hair ne:t) 

Group affiliations (participants or 
non-participants) 

Denial of group affiliations 

Physical setting (e.g., incident occurred 
in known group area; previous group activity 
in area; individuals linked to group 
areas/hangouts; graffitti in area) 

Other group indications (e.g., information 
about specific gangs--territorial boundar
ies, characteristic criminal activity, 
rivalry or lack of with other groups--
or gangs in general; other group-related 
conflicts previous or subsequent to the 
incident) 



40. Total interviews/contacts 

4~. In£orill3nt interviewz/contacts 

~2. ~otal pages of inVestigation 

43. G.:lng unit involved: 

4~. Search warrar,t 

45. Evidence analyzed 

46. Suspect described 

47. Suspect named 

48. Suspect location 

49. Suspect identified 

50. D.A. involved 

P:oject I.D. ___________ _ 

r---t----' 
I i I 

t I I 

I 
i..... 

1----t-----+-1 ----j 

Level: 

I ! 

)....-.--/ 

I ; 
L_--, 

D 
[-I 

0 
0 
0 
0 
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51. Inv€stig~tion effortB: 

----------------------------



Pr.-oj ect 1. D. 

Designatec Participant I~£ormation 

33 35 36 37 38 
:ll~ ~iiils IDeSignation 11~qE: IGender !Ethnicity Af::iliation, Arresteci ICnargec1i I - I specify 

I 
" 

i I 
I 

! 
1 I I I I I I , 

I 

L 1 I I ! • 
! I 

I ! i 
j I 

') 

I I .. 
I .1 

I 
I 
I 

I I I I 

i I 
I I 

3 I 
I I I 

.1 1 I I 
i , 

I I I 
I 

I 4 I 
I I 

I I 
I 

5 I 
I 

, 
I 

I 
, 

6 ! 
. 

9 

10 

11 

12 
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V".:.OLEm' INCIDEl-i'T mTA CDLLa~roN MAJ:IDAL 
(fhase 2 and 3) 

GENEP_l\L lNSrRUcrroNS: 1>J.ways write ·:learly. Ch~k any unclear situations or probl6il.S 
with data collector sur;ervisor and carE'.fully dccurrent problems along vt'ith rurl decisions 
made Y/it:., sU};ervisor in field. ~rnen s,fEcifying "othe!:,I!, give clear and complete 
deEcription. Unless othen7ise stated, USE: "0" code only for specific rrention of "none"; 
use "9" or "99" if infoaration is missing or not rrentioned. Consult sup:rvisor if there 
is ambiguity in determining our incident or if multiple incidents are inc.J.uded L'1 file. 
Beware the following distinctions: 

a) Desigreted p;tr'"..ici;ants - Labels of t!"lictim" or "suspect" by p:>lice, if 
designation b::tween victims and susp:cts is not clear or consistent, consult su~rvisor. 

b) Parucip;tIlts/non-ps.rtici;;ants - dis'-~nction made during collection. 'Ibis refers 
to p:ople on scene of crins and ~ include deslgnated };8.rticip;:nts, witnesses, and 
others. Factors of temr:oral sequence and };hys:lcal proximity are considered. It is 
necessary to deteonine sides, L e., :;:articip;U1ts on suspect I s side and r:articip;tnts on 
victim side. Consult sUJ;Etvisor for helping in deciding whether to call individuals 
pa:~~ipantsr ~~ on whi~~ side. 

, Project IDF .... 
... Station L.. 

3. Site (if not in ~...ation) 

4. Collection date 

5. Data collector 

6. P.:J.e location information 

7 • Da te of incident 

8. Prior gang deSignation 

9 • Incident setting 

Assigned by sut:ervisor 

Assigned by supervisor 

Assigned hoJ su;erlisor 

List collection date by month, day, ana year ~ 

'1b be assigned to each data collector. 

List file identification number (s) and other 
i,rI.formation used to locate iile (e.g., .. ;ictim l s 
n::me) • Note related care file numbers where 
reler.rant. Al'w?\ys include loc;ged offense. 

List aat:e incident occurred by Jlonth, day, 
and year. If ~ct datE.. .is unkno'''y''11, use 
date :reportsd and i..'l.dicate as such on 
coding form. Do not I~ date of death as 
incident date, Wlless they are the 5ali'iS. 

(Ccmpleted in office by su;:enrisor) 

o = Non-gang 
1 = Ga.'"lg 

Cede setting of vil,:l-...im at t:.iIr.e of rerei ving 
injury, or if not known, COI"'.sult: sup:rvisor. 

1 = Street \incllJdes car setting l if car is 
(on street) 

2 = Eesidence, includes yard & driveway, as 
well as side'vrcU.k or Curb if til.e house is 
rreani.ngful to the sitU3.ti.on, ap:lri::Ine.'1t. 

3 = Other I sFecif~{ 
9 = !-lissingi information not a<lallable 

1 



10. Time of incident 

11. Allount of pro:p:rty loss 

12. Autcmobil e involvement 

13. Ntlmber filear:rns 

14. Number other weap:>ns 

Code time incica"t occurred. 
If time of rep:>rt or discovery is given, but 
you ~, deduce the incident time from reports, 
etc., use tt.at fi9.JIe. 
Record military time. 

1 = 12:00 (midnight) - 2:59 a.m. 
2 = 3:00 - 5:59 a.m. 
3 = 6:00 - 8:59 a.m. 
4 = 9:00 - 11:59 a.m. 
5 = 12:00 (nocn) - 2:59 p.m. 
6 = 3 :00 - 5:59 p.m. 
7 = 6:00 - 8:59 p.m. 
8 = 9:00 - 11:59 p.m. 
9 = Missing; information not available 

Code the totcU. dollar amount sJ;eCified. 
Do not include dcIlJage to property. Dc not 
estiiIElte loss if tnS~ified. Round to nearest 
wnole dollar. COOe ·O·s if no prop;rty was 
taken during incident; code "9n s if there's 
reason to believe that pro};:erty was taken, but 
amount is not sp!Cified. 

If auto (or O'":.her !I¥)i-..orized vehicle) mentioned in 
incl.dent, code -1- and describe nature of 
invol-.;ement (shooting occurred from car; vehicle 
p3.rt of incia:m: setting; means of arrival or 
escape; an elaent of p:ecipitating situation, 
etc.) • 

o = Sta':ement of 00 involvement 
1 = Auto IDlolvenent, s};:ecify 
9 = None mmtioned 

Code number of firearms present or used in 
incident. If none rne.'1tione:1, code nOO except. if 
lnju:;y indicates presence i cede n99". 

c....'"'de total number of other (than fireaz::n.s) '1j,~Ia.FO:lS 
present or used in incident. E.,,<cludes body tarts, 
but in case of oon-wea};X>n cause of inj llr'], note un 
ferm bu~ co not count. ~cify tne and n~r 0:: 
each 1:fl:e if lmown; where nlJIIlber is un.~'1cwn, ccunt 
one for each wea~n t.Y:t:e, or two if r~erence i~ 
plurcl (e.a., "rocks"). If number of sane weaI;CI'1S 
is Knorim ar.c others not, count t±cse l':nO'f.'Il and 2ae:: 
ere for each unt".IlCMIl type. S};':acif'j accoIrFSnying 
number of each type in tarenthesis. 
If nQ othtir (that') firea,.!flSj weggms u,sntioneg 
crXi.e roQe n exc~I-'t if iniUt~{ indicates greser;Cfu.. 
>=cde "99". 
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15. Victi..wOffender relationship 

16. case offenses (number of eac.~ typ:) 

Code prior, ~rsorel relationship between prilrary 
(injured) victim and offender (not ~essarily 
desigr.ated p3.rticifa,l1ts). If absent, but a 
relationsp.ip can be established between any other 
oPfX)sing p:l.rticipmts, code other ("2") and 
sJ.=eci~.l. Nin.:i.rna1 familiarity such as visual or 
identity re.'CCgnition only; m.inirna1 prior contact 
(e.g., previous incident) i or prior contact tb.at 
only imrredia1;ely precedes incident should De cocL<=>d 
as other (1I2") and sp;cified. 

a = Stated lack of prior relationship; stranger 
1 = Clear F~ior relation$1ip; personal ccnnection; 

relationship exists l::¥ virtue of time duratton 
or degree of contact; contact beyond minimal 
familiarity 

2 = Other, s};'ecify 
3 = If not "0", clear grounds for assuming no 

prior contact 
9 = Missing i i..'1:formation not available 

case offenses describe discrete offenses occurring during the incident. For each offense 
tYIE that occurs code the nLmlber of such offenses in the box for the appropriate offense 
categor'j'. T"ne reFOrt heading is the: roost common source for aeterrni.r'.ing \lhat the p:::.:i.ice 
c:msider to De case offenses. Additional case offaIlSeS may be derived ftem narrativ-'cs of 
p:7Jlice (net DaA.) charges agai.nst sus};ects (see W""ru:rants, bookL"lg fe·nus, arrest reJ;X>rts, 
etc.). HCF.oJever, sus};ect charges are not the sa."lle as case offenses. For example, SllS:r;:ect 
char·;es my be for offenses unrelated to our incident, for offeru:es already ir.cluded, by 
aeiiri.uon, in the retx>rt heading offense (e.g., Aoned Robbery includes carrj'ing weap::>n) , 
or for offenses that, in effect, replace the reJ.=Ort heading offe.'1-~ (sj {e.g., a GUS};'ect in 
an 1!il~ case c..~rged for discnarging firearm instead of ~.J:Jhl}.. In general, susJ.:ect ~'1arges 
d:.:Eferent ftem reJ;X>rt heading offero..9:: (s) aJ;e questionable unless th~J are in addition to 
t.'e case offense. Check with a su~~,"isor. 

If no rre..'1tion of ty:p=, code "0" for that t:<lr:e. For categories with rmutiple offenses 
(i.e., assaults, sexual assaults, \\'eaIDnE, drugs, & other), count the nunbe:c of ~par2J:e 
offenses (within the cc:.tegory) that are case offenses, and circle or ncte eac.~ offense en 
iorm.. For ~311;;:i!.e, one L'1cident could include both ~ an:l attem;t.ea murder as discrete 
o:fe::n.ses (but not on the same victim) i code "02" for assault categcrj and circle Aa.'l a'1d 
attempt murder. 
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17. Number victims injured 

18. l1:>st serious victim injury 

6 = Death 

Count the mnnber of designated victims injured. 
Consult supervisor for arabiguous injury cases. 
Coda "0" if you determine ~'1at no victims were 
injured. 

Code the Ir':)st serious inj ury sustained or !IEdical 
treatrrent required (in addition to death, if 
hard. cide) • 

o = No victims injured (see *17) 
1 = Inj ury, but no medical attention received or 

extent received unknown 
2 = Obtained medical attention but no hospital 

treatment 
3 = Hospital treatment, no hospitalization 
4 = Hospital treatment, u!lclear whether 

hospitalization 
5 = Hospitalization 
9 = HiSSing; information not available 

In coding Fartici,;a'1t Variables, it is necessary to establish side and degree of 
imrolvement in incident. Factors of temFQral sequence and Fhysical prox:L-nity are 
considered in this process. Beware of cases where designation between susJ;ects and 
-victims is net clear. Refer these to sup::rvisor. 

19. Number of p3.rticip:mts on 
sus~ct side 

20. Number of participants on 
victim side 

Count the number of p;lrtici:t;ants (includes 
designated susp;c'-~ if on scene and thos; clearly 
allied with sus~ctE) on susPect side. Use all 
reFQrts for best estimate. If range is gi'\7en, 
take average, or if necessary, lowest. Susp:cts 
on two sides shculd be p::>inted cut to sup:rviscr. 

Cou.,t the number of };articifants (in:::ludes 
designated victilcs if on scene aril 1:L'1()5e clearly 
allied with \.·ictims) on v-ictim side. Ose all 
refOrts for test estimate. If ra.'1gs is giva:., 
take atJerage, or if necessary, l( .. we~t. Victi.:ms 
on b-lC sides s.i').ould be p::>inted. out to SU:ferv isor • 
Institutio."lS are not included in victim-ccunt. 
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DeteI:mine the motive(s) leading to the crirre. While more than one motive is fOssible, 
iJultiFle motives should represent S€!J;arate and distinct pieces of inforrratio..'1. For 
m::>tives tha':' are cD,"ious, clearly stated or rost FCinery c::ode R11I. Code -2'" for FOssibl€: 
mot~ves, moti"Jes that are arnbigl.1ously rE"lated to t.~e J.!lcident, or :natives that: are 
se:ondary (e.g., net eetween tb.e: pri..'1cit:a1 :p;trticip:mts, or background or history to our 
lnGl&U"!t, except. where retaliation or pre".J'ious a:mflict is the priITary nx:;tive) • 
Re'~':'ation motives should be clearly stated as such (e.g., "this incident is in 
retaliation for-or L'1 resp:mse to-a prior shooting, Q etc.). Pret,,Tious conflict should 
not De c.:>ded with retaliation motive unleas distinct. Altercation should not: be coded 
unless none of t:..~e ot..1-}er motive categories apply or they are secondary or C:i!.biguous. 
S~cify altercation. Write notes on form to p.:ovide clarification; if OO!ll:llcting or 
arnbigu0l13 ir'£orrretion, consult sUfe!:Vlsor. 

21. a) Retaliation motive 

b) Gang 

22. a) h. :<.rious conflict motive 

b) Gang 

23. a) Pro:r:erty motive 

bj Gang 

24. a) Territory motive 

b; Gang 

Cede "1" if retaliation for a spr-ific pricr 
\se~rate fran cur incident) event is ~ as 
motive. Code "2" if retaliation is stated but 
ambiguously linked to our incident. Code "9" for 
no rnenti on. 

If nature of retaliation :motive is ~early 
sJ;Ecified as gang-related, code "1 A a.."ld quote 
state:re."1t; else .::ode 1'19" for no nention .. 

If retaliation r..ot stated as motive, code "11'1 if 
t.1-}ere is a histo::y of p:et/ious violence or 
conflict (i.~., feud, rivalry, chrcni.c conflict) 
t.'1at prevides a lWti·ve for this L"lCident. Code 
"2" if trevious conflict is auiJiguous as a motive 
or is a secor~ motive. Code "gll if no mention. 

If nature of Frarious conflict is clearly 
specified as gar.g-related, code "1" and quote 
btatement; else code "9" for 1".0 mention. 

C'.oCe 1:1 r. if propert:y acquisition or defense is t..~e 
motive. CoOe R2R if arbiguous or secondar~l. 
Prcperty is distinguished frem territcrial motives 
in tr..at ~op;rty will ust.D.lly involve objects, 
Ii1Cne~i 1 etc. Code 119" fer no ment.ion. 

If natura of propert'.f motive is clearly ~fied 
as gang-relat-oCi, coOe "1" a.'id quote scat~t; 
else code !l9 R for no mention. 

Code n1" if territory (e.g., ao:;tuisition or 
defense cf l-"'erceiveU turf or r.eigbJ:..c,rhcod) is the 
motive. Code "2" if ambigucllE or secondarJ; else 
c.:Xle "gil for no rne1".ti~n. J3s,lar~ O"verlap with 
identi ty C'.baller..ge5: consta t stl:t:ervisor. 

If natu=e cf terdtory motive is clearly sp.:cified 
.as gang-related, code "1;t artC quote statsrent; 
else cede "g" for no rention. 
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25. a\ . Ieenti t-j chcl.lenge 

b) Gang 

26. a) Sexual motives 

b) Gal"lg 

27. a) Other motive 

b) Gang 

28. a) .rutercation 

b) 

Code "1 fI if identity cfl..allenge (e.g. I ''where are 
you fran?rf), or r:articif61lt's group affiliation(s) 
(e.g., group l'li:U1leS l~elled during incident) is the 
motive. Code 1/2" if challenge 0::: affiliation is 
ambiguous as a motive or a secondary motive, Code 
"9" for no mention. Beware OV'erlap with territory 
motive; consult su];Ervisor ~ 

If nature of identity challenge or group 
affiliation motive is clearly s~cified as 
gang-related" code "1" and quote statement; else 
code "9" for no mention. 

Code "1" if sexual (between two genders; rax;e or 
sexual assaults) motive. Code "2" if arnbiQUous 
or secondary. Code "9 n for no m:ntion. -

If nature of sexual lOOtive is clearly sp:cified as 
gang-related, code nlll anci quote .statement; else 
code "9" for no mention. 

If motive is stated to be other than 21-26 and 
excludes a situational altercation, (e.g_, drugs, 
girl/coy friend), code n1" and sp.:cify. Code n2" 
for ambiguous or sec::>ndar'.l ot."'ler rotives. Code 
"gn for no mention. 

If na~re of other motive is clearly st.ecified as 
gang-related, code "111 and q1.1Ote statement; else 
code "9" for no mention. 

If none of ta.'le abOI7e {21-27) II"Iotive categories 
apP,iy and incident results from situational 
altercation (e.g., immediate F~l~ic.~ and/or 
verbal conflicc, with no prior history of 
'Tiolencei escalation of counteraaaressive ac'-...s; 
}.:bysiC3l :::esp:u'I.2eS to fersonal i..;5ul ts or 
affronts; intervention into ongoing c..'Onflict} I 

code n1". Code "2" if the altercation is 
ambiguous as a motive for cur incident or is a 

- . ,........;- "9" f ti' secor.oa:y md'"~ve. ~ or no;nen on. 

If altercation is C"~early sp:cl.fied as gang
related, code "1 n and quote statanenti else 
code "9" for no me.11tion. 
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29. a) Witness/Vict.hll i;'lti.1lidation 

0) Gang 

30. Police clearanCe status 

31. Prosecution clearance status 

Describe any indication of witness or victim 
intimidation (e .. g., hesitancy or refusal to 
testify or co-operate ~1xough ex~esDed fear of 
retaliation). Describe any threats made against 
particip;U1ts or witnesses including actual 
attanJ1cs at intimidation or retaliation. r..ode Itl n 

for any i!'ldication of intimidat:'on/thre;tt/at-=.emrt. 
Code "9 n fer no mention. 

If nature of intimidation is clearly sp:cified as 
gang-related, code "In and quote statement; else 
code "9 n for no mentien. 

a = No arrests of sus{Y-ct.s and no attemp: to file 
charges; i..'1Vest-..i.gation still active; 
irr.,estiqation inactiVe due to lack of 
investigative infonration (excludes 
uncooperative victim, See COOe 2) • 

1 = Arrj susp;c..t arrested for incident without 
charges dropped Qt:. if no arrest, indication 
that Felice filed charges with D.A.; D .. A. 
filed charges. 

2 = Charges droIJl=ed or no further investigation 
required due to victi~ unwillingness to 
prosecute or CDOperate (i.e., ~OIlide 
infornaticn) ,. 

3 = ryjher, spec~. 
9 = ~'lissing; information not available. 

a = POlice did not attemp: to file charges Qr. 

D.Ao rejec-~ charges. Specify reasons for 
reject. 

1 = D.A. accepted case for prosecJtion or any 
susr:ect tried or convicted for our incident. 

9 = Missing; information not available. 

If t.~ere is L'1foomtion :;:ertsining to conviction, 
note on form. 

Group Indicators: Group indicators can be tilken f=cm al'¥ report, booking r.ODflS, arrest 
checKS, ll'ltertriew transcritts or anything else in file. Include de.scriJ;tj.on (preferably 
quotes} of §.ll. raEerences, even if rcdi.ll1di:ult with ot..'1er items in the same cate30ry. 
Placement of references in cat:egories is less llnrx>rtar..t then recording it somewhere on 
t.1Us fage. References ne£-d IlQt, be to ~"l~s, 0nlYt but. may aPillY to ~ group (e.g., Eoy 
Scouts, Bari Krishnaj. If in cbllClt, write it down aCf'.:lWO.y. Excanples are prO'Jided ~ .. 
(Ztagory to draw your attenticn to cartaiL refe=ances or tCr.tilS; they are not L"lcl~ive of 
all appropric:.te references. Y.covide infol."lLlaticn as to source of referer.ce (e.g., felice 
wit."lt::ss Xr SUSl?-=c.,t Y, vi:.,;tim Z) CL"lO objec.t (e.g., susp:!ct A, victim 3) of reference. l>ay 
refer to or o!<iginc"tte from noxr-p;!rticl.p;u1ts; if refe.::~ce does not ('Oncern t..'e incident or 
5ubseqllent i.n"vestigation, note tlus also. 

Ba.;are of clothing descriptions (p3.rticularly anything in red or blue). Descrip-..icns 
cbtained t!at would not apply to :tncident (susr;ects arres'"..ed day(s) after incide.nt; should 
be indicated. note al.30 Geri curls, pierced ears or earrings, tatoos of smiling/cr.fing 
faces. 
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Designated Particip:>.nt Information is coded for all individuals dasignated by p::>lice as 
victim or suspect (not necessarily p3.rticifSIlt in incident) for our incident. Write 
ini tials of each name identified iI'.dividual beside number in first column. Order of entr'j 
is arbitra!."y (whatever is easiest) • 

32 • ~ignaticn 

33. Age 

34. Gender 

35 • Et.~.ici ty 

36 • Group aff ilia tion 

Cede law enforcement designation. Ccnslll t 
sup:rvisor if designation is unclear or chal"\ges 
beoleen sus~ct and victL"ll during investig-d.tion. 
Note "NP" by designation code if individual j.S 
clearl~ not a participant (i~e., r~t at scene of 
crine) , 

1 = Suspect 
2 = "R>ssibl e II suspect 
3 = "Unkn~nn suspect! never identified by name 
4 = Victim (Institutions are not ~ncluded as 

deSignated victims) 

Code age at the date of incident in years. Should 
be consistent '.vith date of birt..~. Check 
inconsistencies with supervisor. Under 1 year old 
is coded noD" ~ If range is given, take average 
(round down). Code missing ("99") for infomation 
not available. 

1 = Male 
2 = Fenale 

1 = Black 
2 = Eisp;t..'1ic 
3 = Asian 
4 = lvhite 
5 = Other, specirj 

No~e the group affiliation or possible affiliation 
of all designated participants. Ii r.o indication, 
coc1e "9". 
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37 . Arrested? 

38. Charged? 

39. Incident description 

Determi.'1e whether SUSf.ect \VaS arrested for mil:. 
incident (beware of including arrests for 
similar incideli"...5 and/or related cases st6Illl1ing 
fran our incident; code n2o" if not clear) e 

Arrest.s are irrlicated by a sr:ecific statanent as 
sue.., or oooking infoI:IIation. In-custodj' 
cr.lCiI'ging for. our i..'1cident is counted as an arrest. 

o = Clearly net arrested 
I = Clearly arrested 
2 = Ebssibly arrested, but information ambiguous 

( consult su:t:ervisor) • 
8 = Not applicable for ilIlknown susr:ec'-~ .and 

designated victims 
9 = Missing; infoIlilation not available 

Include charges relative to our iilcident or.ly. 
Can be derived fran arrest listings, narrative 
booking slips, warrants (in the absence of an 
arrest), other forms (e.g. jwenile :t;:etition 
requests). Note c.~ges in police chargil"lg 
and disp:lsition infonnation as available. 

o = Clearly not charged 
1 = Cl. early charged 
2 = Ibssibly charged, but information aII'biguous 

(COJ,sult su:;ervisor) • 
8 = Not applicable for unknCMl ~cts a'1d 

designated victims 
9 = Iwlissing; information not available 

Write a brief description of the main canp::>nents 
of the incident (i. e. 1 what P.aH?tIDed and nO'lIj • 
Include the se::JUeDce and location of e'Jents, 
relationship be'bieen r:articir:ants, indicaticns of 
mutusJ. canbat, and victim or third party 
provcc::l.tion. Note any menti"on of drugs or drug 
use; clarif:y t'..n::e of drug if indicated. L'1clude 
i..'1iormation on \-~dch coding of IrDtive is baEed • 

., 
In coding Interviews/Contacts, be aw-are tt!at ~lice office.rs oft:P..n use the tenn Nwitr..ess" 
for what file would Q:!11 i!1:i:orrnants.. Witnesses are (1) mlalveC in incidfmt regardless c£ 
extent of what vias s...-=>en, (2) watcili.."1g fr~y nc-ar 'Y r or (3) in rare cases may be involved 
throughout incident except at mcment of Die"" and are able to give extensive 
iniorma.tion regarding the E!'lC::nt. In€om.ants are (1) those not on scene, or (2) those in 
ger..eral area of incicient but r.anOlled fl:cm the imrediate situation ana who may have beard 
s~tbi.ng or seen sorr.ettdng prior or subsequent. If}"'OU have difficulty categorizi..'1g, 
consul t S"1.l];:'e!V ioor • 

~Ibi trat:y cod~s; 2 = I=eopl2r persons, or others 
3 ~ vari~~ or same 
4 = several, IlllIErous, or mny 

Testing alone doesnlt count, nor 00 3.tt-EmP:S to locate scneone. Look for i..nv'estigEltive 
contacts, where information is deliber.ately sought or vol.untee.red. '!his excludes fhys;.ca1 
contacts whe!"e no infornatioll is deli.bo=ratE-Iy sought or volunteered (e.g., transFOrt.L~ to 
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station, ga~IUng J;ermissionsf ecc.) but L'1cludes L=i1one contacts if information is sought 
or v,olunteered. 

rteinterviewa are counted if sdficiently ser:arate to ref-resent two interviews. Consult 
sup:.:-:vlE.or if ~j,guous. 

Conu~ctE between law enforcement p;rsonnel or \v'ith the justice system or go-vermnental 
agencies (e.g., probation, EEl, etc.) are usually not counted as t."ey ten.d to be 
pro~dural. Exception would be when officials have unofficial involvement in incident 
~e.g., witness to crime) or knowledge of };Drticipal1ts through p:rscnal or professional 
relationsrup (e.g., Housing Authority Officers, military J;ersonnel~ etc.). Private 
security officer3 do not count as law p.nforcenent. 

40 • Total. interv iews/ contacts 

41 • Infonna'1t intet'-· iews/ contacts 

43. Lt:Vlll of Gang Unit Involvement 

Cede the total number of interv iews/ contacts 
(includes victims, susJ;ects, witnesses, and 
informants) mentioned in file. 

99 = Missing; infonnation not available 

Code the number of interviews/contact.:: with 
informant.s only mentioned in file. 

99 = r.1issingi i.."1formation not available. 

Count everything in the f lie that J;ertains 
to case inv&:'ti.gaton (i.e., forms and reI=Orts 
bat rePLerent infornation .reeking or ghringj. 
Include justi~~ systsn fauns t,,"lat p:rtain to 
bocrJ processi.'l9" (i.e., booking slips, juvenile 
~tition requests, warra.."lts, receipts, 
r:em.i.ssions, an::i photos of crim: scene or 
victims). Exclud~ ref:Qrts for other incidents 
aren if ::elatedj .u.~ they are investigating 
our incieent as well. 

Exclude obvious duplications. Round up. 
Count back of sheetE. Cc:..mt t"j1ettlritta'1 
versicr~ instead of handwritten versions. Lease 
field in\Test:ig3ti~n cards are oounted OIC e<;ilZls 
one i.rwestigative p;t.ge. Six loose mug shots or 
other ];:hotos count as one l=llge. 

Lil;)t arw s~ialized l.Jni.t (or individual gang 
aXfert) nentioned in file. Co!lS'J.:i.t sUfa!"'li.::or if 
morE:! L'1.in one. 

o = Ncr.E: !l?.nti 0l1E:d . 
1 = Copies &enr., r.s~ P.eqtAe...c:t Distri:>uticn, !'I 

or nu.."lit notified" ~. 
2 = Cnit contad"...ed for sp;:ci.£ic infor:nation, use 

of mu·] books, files, etc., bllt no ot.her 
if!tlS:St.igative invol'lsnent. 

3 = Active investigative involvement or case 
assignee tc ~'li~~ 

4 = Other I sp.:!CL.-'Y 
9 = Uni \. ment:.ored rut no infom.aticn regardi.!1g 
e~ of invclvement. 
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44. Search warrant 

45. E-vidence analyzed 

Code "1 n if you can deterrnine that a searc.."1 
warrant was issued (related to the sampled 
incident). If not, o:>de "9". 

Code "1 II :if Yi?U can determine that fhysical 
evidence frall the incident was technically 
(e.g., laboratory) ar.a1.yzed. Laboratory 
rep::;rts are onte source (e.g. fingerprit'1ts, 
bl~ Eemples, fX)\'o'der burns, weaI=Om" etc.). 
If not, code ".9", !;\7en if there appaars to 
be no ECysical evidence. 

Items 46 through 49 are derived fran the intial repOi;;t ~. 

46 • Suspect described 

47. Sus];ect named 

48. Suspect: location 

49. SUEp:!ct identified 

50. D.h. il"lVolved 

Code "11'1 if ther.e are at least three pieces 
of descriptive i.n£orrna.tion (e .. g. age, race, 
gender, height, hair/eye color, etc.) on 
a.""ly deSignated susr;ect. If not, code "9". 

Code "1" . - ~r.t1 d . ted ct . u: ~ es~gna S:.lS~ _ ~s 

named (nicknames and first names 01".1y 
excluded). If not, code "9" 0 

Code "1" if there is infor.nation from which 
allY designated SUlSpect can be located. If 
not, code "g". 

Code "1" if an,y one clai.T£'IS they can "identify" 
(se:p:irate from descrip:i,ive infomaticr ~~e) 
any deSignated SUS}:;:ect • .;; If not, code "9". 

Code "1 n CL'1.d sp:cify nature if there is mention of 
D .. A. L"'lVo1vanent in the investigation. Excludes 
charge accet:tance,lrejection. If not, code "gil 0 

51. List, in c.hronologiC'.al order as fX)ssible, all discrete acts representing 
investigative effort beyond the initial rer.:ort. 
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Gr'Jup Indj cdtOl'S Coding Form CTIID 
l. GROUP INVOLVEMENT IV. TERMiNOLOGY/BEHAVIORAL v. PHYSICAL 

SPECIFIC IDENTIFICATION INDICA.TORS EVIDENCE 

VI C'l' IH/ COMP hN lONS D CHOLOS L __ J 'l'A'.rOOS D 
SUSPECTS D HOMEBOYS D 'l'EARDP..OP LJ 
NON-PARTICIPANTS D CRUISING CJ LAUGHING/ D CRYING 

BEHAVIORAL/PHYSICAL HOORAHING D NAMES D EVIDENCE 

VICTIMS/COMPANIONS [~ GANG BANGING D BP.NDl\NA D 
SUSPECTS D VATUS r~ PENDLJ-JTONS D 
NON-- PAR'l'ICIPANTS D cuzz D BEANIE CAP [_I 

II. PHYSICAL SETTING BLOOD D HAIRNFi'l' D 
KNOWN GROUP/ D DRIVE-BY D DHESS COLOR D GANG AREA 

LINK TO GROUP/ D WHJ::Rl!"! FR0l4? CJ SHOEIJACES D GANG AREA 

OTHER PIlYGICAL D NABES YELLED D OTHER 
[~ REFERENCf; PHYSICAL 

EVIDBHCE: 

III. MISCELLANEOUS D OTHER Terms/ 0 INFORNl\'L'ION Beha'Ji.ol." 

VI. OTHER [~ 
IJ.JD!'';I,T JO~:.s 



Case ID Number 

"other Group Indications Specified Sheet 

!Ic. Other Physical Setting: ________________ , ______________________ _ 

III. Miscellaneous Group Information: ________ , ____________________ __ 

IV. Other Terms/Behavioral Indicators: __________________________ __ 

\T. Other Physical Evidence: ____________________________________ __ 

VI. Other Group Indicators: ______________________________________ _ 

Use of same referen~e jn 2/more categories: ____________________ __ 



GROUP INDICA~ORS CODING HF-..NUAL 

GENEPAL INSTRUCTIONS: Note the appearance of any of the 
following indications of group involvement by coding "1" in the 
appropriate box. Information from anywhere on the case data 
collection ~orm should be included. Lack of mention is coded 
"0". Specify all "othersl1 on an "Other Group Indications 
Specified Sheet" and attac~ to the Group Indicators Coding Form. 
Use oth~r codes only as a-~ast resort. If more than one 
reference is included in an "Other" category, code the numbe~ of 
references ~~less they do noe provide unique information (e.g., 2 
references to gang wrieing in the area of the incident would be 
coded 1 for "Other Phys~cal Setting,· but references to gang 
writing and to previous gan; activity in the area would be coded 
as 2; mention of terms having distinct meaning would be counted 
separately ("lowrideru and "vato R

), but terms having the same 
meaning would be counted only once (-turf" and "hood")}. Note 
briefly on the "Other Group Indications Specified Sheet" use of 
the same reference to code more than one category (i.e., 
categories not mutually exclusive). Refer to prior gang 
indicators coding decisions. Be sure to list references to 
previously included terminology and physical evidence items 
(i.e., veterano, lowrider, flying colors, hand signals, back-up, 
partner, territory or weapons terms, pachuco) under most 
appropriate "Other" category. If there are NO group indicators 
on data collection form, mark "NONE" on station list; do not 
complete a Group Indicators Coding Form. 

I. INDICATIONS OF GROUP INVOLv~MENT BASED ON GROpP AFFILIATION 
QR PQSSIQLE GROUP AFFILIATION OF P~~TICIPANTS AND NON
PA..~TICIPANTS INVOLVED IN THE nWESTIGATIOll 

A. Specifjc identification of particpants or 
non-particpants involved in the investigation as having 
group affiliations or pOSSible group affiliations 
(includes ~lear self identifications): 

INSTRUCTIONS: Include specific statements (by law 
enforcement or. other goverr~ent agency, participants, 
witnesses or informants) identifying participants or 
non-particpants involved in the investigation as having 
group affiliations (e.g., ftInvestigators referred to 
'Kitchen Crips' as a possible affiliation of the 
suspect 11, "Witness said f Late' gang die! the shooeing ll

, 

"Vic~im statea he felt he was shot by a member of h~s 
own gQng oy accident R

). Also include information-2n 
GrQUp affiliations obtained from law er.forcement Qr 



other official records. Include gang or group names 
yelled durng the incident and gang response to "Where 
are you from?" (if a gang name is mentioned). 

1. Identification of victim Q: victim's companions. 

2. Identification of 5usoects participating in the 
incident or of designated and described suspects. 

3. Identification of non-participants involved in the 
investigation (this includes witnesses, friends or 
families of the participants). 

B. Reference to behavioral or physical elidence suggesting 
group affiliations for participants or non-participants 
involved in the investigation: 

INSTRUCTIONS: Include information obtained from a 
description of the incident (e.g., asking "Where are 
you from?" as well as "Nowhere w response, identification 
of suspects' vehicle or vi=tims' vehicle as belonging to 
m~mbers of a named gang/group), physica~eyidence (e.g., 
gang/group tattoos (excluding ambiguous gang tattoos), 
gang/group n~nes on personal property, hand signals, 
r.Cholon description, or other evidence of groyp 
affiliation (SPECIFY). Do ~ include costume 
indicators unless costume is described as linking 
~ndividual to group. Use of the ter~s homeboy, 
homegirl, or ho~ies are behavioral evidence f~the 
person using the term nut does ~ apply to the person 
r~ferred to in tne statement. 

1. Identification of victim or victim's companiQng. 

2. Identification of susuects participating in the 
incident or of designat~4 and described suspects. 

3. Identification of DQn-particpants involved in the 
imu~stigati9n (this ir.cludes: W~ 'Cnesses t 
informants, friends, or families of the 
participants) • 



II. INDICATIONS OE' GROUP INVOLVE!1ENT BASED ON REFERENCE Iro 
PHYSICAL SETTING, LOCATION, TERR:TQRY OR NEIGBQRUCO!) 

INSTRUCTIONS: Include statements and other informacion or 
evidence concerning the area in which the incident occurred 
that indicate or suggest group involvement. Also include 
statements and other information or evidence concerning 

, areas to which pa,t!cipants and non-pa:ticipants involved in 
the investigation are lin~ed that indicate or suggest group 
involvement. Excludes statements and other information or 
evidence indicating area, territory or neighborhood as the 
motive or Dossible motive for the incident. 

A. Information or evidence indicating or suggesting that 
the incident took plage in an area knowr, to be 
associated with a group/gang (i.e., "the shooting took 
place in Bassett area"). Subsumes "linked to group/gang 
area" as part of incident. 

B. Info~mation or evidence linking participants or 
non-participants involved in t~e investigation to group/ 
gang ar~as or oeigbbQrhoods (e.g., reference to a 
person's residencei reference to -gang hangouts"; 
"Victims live in Jardin area and attend Vial li.S. with 
VNE members"). This indicator refers to anv g.coup/gang 
area; llQt only for suspect(s) and victim(s} areas, 
Exclud~ links based on identification of incident 
location as a groupl gang area and links based on 
.~esponses to "Where are you froI;ll" or group/gang names 
yelled during incident. It is 1l.Dcommon to code "known 
group/gang area n (above) ~ this category from tne same 
or similar statements. 

c. Other ~efer~nce to physical setting or locatIon, 
including: 

1. Reference to preyiou& or on-ooina g:oup actiy1ty ip 
thft ar.ft2 ... Qf the incident (L e. 1 "It should be noted 
that there have been numerous incidents of gang 
activity in recent weeks at the location"). 

2. Reference to group/aana writing cn walls, sidewalks, 
etc. (i.e., "the whole area was spray painted with 
numerous nickna~es and graffitti consistent with 
members of the Lil Watts gang"}. Inr;ludes 
reference to the location of the inciden~ and 
references to other areas linked to the 



inyestigation.· Excludes references to writing 
graffitti as motive or possible motive for incident. 
Also excludes references to group/gang writing on 
p~rsonal property. 

3. Qthe, information or evidence concerning physical 
setting, location, territory or neighborhood 
indicating or suggesting group involvement, that is 
not included above. Specify. 

SPECIfY any 1 to 3 above, on attached sheet. 

III. MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION PERTAINING TO GROUP INVOLVEMENT 

INSTRUCTIONS: Include statements and other information or 
evidence concerning any of the following: 

A. Presence of information on the case file that pertains 
to grQups in aeneral (e.g., reference to terms 
associated with group culture). 

B. Qther grQuD-relat~d incid<:nts - excluded from other 
incident coding because 1) stated conflict (previous or 
subsequent) diu ~ot relat~ to our incident 01: 2} did 
not involve 2 groups or affiliation of one side 
amoiguous. Statements of pre-rious conflict: as incident 
moti,,.e ,,,here affiliation of p(l~"r:.icipants is unclear may 
i:e coded her~. 

C. Sgecifi~ information about particular g~oups (not 
necessarily in7cl~ed in our incident). E~amples a=~ 
statements about subgroup's te=ritcrial boupdaries, 
cha£acteristic criminal activity, and lack of r~valy 
with otller groups. Ex~ludtiS elaboration of terrn~noll)gy/ 
physi~al evidence such as exlanation of graf~i~ti. 

SPEC;FY ~ly ~ to C above, en attached steet~ 

IV. IND:;:CATIONS OF GF.CUP INVOL'lEMENT B.:VlED ON ~BFMrnQL~Y / 
BEHl.YIQRAL nmrCll.'l'QRS 



INSTRUCTIONS: Including any reference to or use of the 
terms listed below and any reference to the behaviors listed 
below. 

CHOLOS 
HOMEBOYS/aOMEGIRLS/HOMIES 
CRUISING 
aOORAHING 
GANG-BANGING 
VATOS 
CUZZ - includes nCous" and other Crips argot 
BLOOD - includes Pirus argot, e.g., "Rue BOys" 
DRIVE-BY or shooting occurred out of a vehicle in drive-by 

fashion 
WHERE ARE YOU FROI1? 
GROUP/GANG NAl1ES YELLED 
OTHER Terms/Behavior - SPECIFY on attached sheet 

v. INDICATIONS OF GROUP INVOLVEMENT BASED ON PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

INSTRUCTIONS: Include any reference to the items listed 
below: 

TATOOS of group/gang names or initials 
TE.:;.RDROP tatoo 
Tatoo of ~~UGHING/CRYING faces 
GROUP/GANG NAMES on clothes or personal property 
El-.. l\'.TDANA/beadband/hankerohiefi rag/::lag 
PENDLETCNS 
3~~~IE cap/watch cap 
E'AIRNCT 
DRESS COLOR ~ossibly ~ndicating group/gang affiliation 
(especially red or olue) 
COLCRED SliOKW\CES 
OlrHER physical eviden.:e - SP£r;IF~t on attached she.et 

fIr. OTHER :N'DICATIONS OF G~OUP I:-.-rvOLVE.H=:~T 

INST!ttJCTOi'iS; Include any ·jthe; indic?-ci ')n of group 
!..!1\·clvement 0:: possible g::oup in7o:'!.=!Il-ent, not g.l..Jcc;~T"'h'ire 
included. EXaLlples: group/gang nam..;s yellea du.r!ng 
incident which cannot be sortea or ~liqnet! to '1ictlm or 
suspect, c.nd 3tateme~::s 'ilnere 3rou}?- rel:ice~r.:E:ss is 
ambiguous. 

a~E~I?Y on attached shEet. 




